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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

" De l aware Smal l Wonder" was shorthand for an emphasis 
on good growth (Delaware Development 0ff.ice director). 

Research Question 

The purpose of this thesis is to study. the "Delaware 

Small Wonder" slogan campaign, first as a public relations program -- 

that is, the behi nd-the-scene processes of research/f act finding, 

,p 1 anni ng/programming and commun i cat ion/ac t 1 on -- and second as an 

analysis of current public relations theory as it applies to a real 

campa i gn . \ 

First, as public relations process, how does the "Delaware 

Small Wonder" slogan campaign coincide with and diverge from generally 

accepted commun icat ion mode 1 s of pub1 i c re 1 at i ons research and 

programming? The four-step public relation process of Cutlip, Center 

and Broom (1985, p. 2001, hereafter referred to as D.P.A.E., provides 

the model for this study: 

- defining the public relations problems 
- planning and programming 
- taking action and communicating 
- evaluating the program 
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A's an established public relations research concept, the 

D.P.A.E. model provides a basis for examining the "Del'aware 

Small Wondern slogan campaign. In what ways does -the Delaware 
. . 

campaign follow the'accepted D.P.A.E. model and in what ways does It 

vary?  his model and its relationship to the Delaware campaign is 
described more fully in chapters three, and five through seven. In 

the,public relations literature since 1979, there is evidence of 

renewed interest in qualitative research and in the case study as a 

legitimate, reliable research method. The "howsu'and "whys" of a 

sl ogan campaign can be made accessible through a case study using in 

depth interviews with key personnel, and revi.ew of documents, archival 

records, and physical artifacts assources of data. In this thesis 

the case study method is.used to unearth the story of the Delaware 

campaign for examination as, a public relations process. " A  case study 

is a soul-bearing, honest autopsy which every public relations 

campaign deservesU (Newsom and Scott, 1981, p. 295). 

The first aspect of this thesis, 'then, is to document the case 

history (chapter four) and its alignment with the D.P.A.E. public 

relations process model of Cut 1 ip, center and Broom (chapters five 

through seven). The second aspect is to relate the 'Delaware Smal 1 

Wonderu sl og,an campaign to current publ lc re1 at ions theory (chapter 

five>/particularly the- public information and two-way asymmetric 

model.s.of Grunig and Hunt (1984> and the situational theory. to 

identify publ ics of Grunig .-(1983). 
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Importance & C- 

Public Relations Review produced a large summer, 1984, issue 

dedicated entirely to the communication manager's need to think about 

ways to incorporate research into public relatlons planning.. The 

emphasis was that today's public relatlons professional must 

understand that research is advantageous and compatible wlth other 

aspects of his or her role. Research as a tool is brand new to the 
I 

publlc relatlons manager as a means for linking an organization to its 

publics through nfact-finding,~,l.istening, and systematic problem 

definitionL- terms employed by Cutllp, Center and Broom (1,985) in 

describing the components of the first step of their publlc relatlons 

process. Research and fact-finding also provide a background on which 

to overlay and apply models and theories such as the publlc 

information model of Grunlg and Hunt (1984-) and the situational theory 

to identify publics of Grunig (,1983). Chapter five , discusses the 

research and fact-finding components for the Delaware campaign wlth 

special attention to-these models and theories. 

For the 'Delaware Small WonderU -slogan campaign, the 
r 

relatlonshlp of the recommended publlc relations process to that 

followed by the campaign managers produced both predictable and 

unpredictable results. In. studying the Delaware campaign, an 

Important issue for communication research is the insight such a study 

can provide into the .usefulness and applicability of public relations 

theory to practice in the field. 



.-- ... . . 

There has been no previous formal examination of the research, 

planning or communication processes of the Del.aware campaign, and an 

- ' effort to undertake this-appears to have been propitious.. Responses 

to interview and information requests were enthusiastic. Great 

interest was expressed in seeing the campaign reconstructed and 

documented as few personal records were kept by campaign managers of 

the process itself. Limited evaluative statements of the 

effectiveness of the campaign exist in the form of U. S. Travel Data 

Center Economic Impact studies available for the State of Delaware d 

fiscal years of 1977, 1979, 1901 and 1903. Statistics include the 

amount of money spent by the legislature, the number of jobs 

generated, the amount of money earned by state employees, and the tax 

revenues generated for the state as a whole and for each of the three 

counties. 

The V e  l aware Srnal l Wonder" sl ogan campaign has at tr 1 bu tes 

suitable for the case study method. Only In its fourth year, most of 

the major agencles and personallties invo1ve.d in the genesis and 

implementation of the idea are available for research inquiries and in 

depth interviews. Documents and archival records exist in 

uninterrupted form from the beginning of the campaign to the present. 

I t  is possible to trace the campaign from its conception in known 

historical, social, economic and political contexts through its formal 

structuring and marketing strategies. 

The "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign is.not an isolated 



phenomenon. Since the enormous success of the " I  Love New Yorkn 

campaign in 1977, many states, regions and even counties have adopted 

thisstategy. There 1s a national trend ,for revitalizing state 
. . 

slogans. Tourist and economic development has swelled In polltlcal 

and financial importance in Delaware in the last eight years. This is 

reflected in legislative budget a1 location increases from $72,000 in 

1978 to $356,000 in 1982, small bucks by national standards but a 

hard-earned commitment to "big-timen promotion for conservative, little 

De l aware. 

.Pol 1 tical ly, it Is important to recognize that a sophisticated 

public relations process, such as the "Delaware Small Wonderu slogan 

campaign, had never been tried before in Delaware. Comparing its 
4 

actual implementation with the theories recommended by experts is the 

method selected for structuring this thesis analysis. The analysis 

can serve as a model for developlng future state plans. It can help 

expand research and public relations theory as it applies to specific 

public relations pl.anning. Most importantly, the analysis can 

identify areas for further research in the public relations field. 

, . 
Method01 ogll 

As mentioned above, this thesis-revolves around two aspects of 

the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign. The first aspect Is to 

assemble the facts or story of the campaign using the case study 

method according to research procedures recommended by Yin (1984). 

The features of Yin's methodology and its appl ication to the Delaware 

\ 



campaign are outlined in detail in chapter two. The case study 

comprises chapter four and documents the facts of the campaign's 

evolution and implementation relying largely on interviews with key 
. - - .  . . .. 

participants in the state government and advertlsing,agencies. To 

ensure reliability, twenty-four interviews were obtained in order to 

have a1 1 viewpoints represented and to offset contradict ions 

inevitable In personal recollections. The same eighteen-question 

guide was used for each interview and is included here under 

Supporting Materials (thesis, p. 130). Where permitted, interviews 

were taped and later transcribed. News releases, advertising and 

other available printed materials were examined in establishing a 

chronology of decision-making, 'events, and announcements. Also 

valuable were informal responses to,the campaign, such as "the man on 

the streetu reactions to the new slogan. Information from these 

formal and informal interviews and the various documents is used to 

reconstruct the case story in chapter four and is interwoven in the 

analysis in chapters five through seven. The memorabilia produced for 

the commercial retail market -- license plates, mugs, T-shirts, bumper 
stickers, to mention only a few -- also are briefly examined. 

The second aspect of this thesis is to apply the models and 

theories of public relations experts to the 'Delaware Small Wonderu 

case story, to reveal.where the Delaware campaign complies with and 

varies from rel.evant procedures and concepts. Public relations 

experts Scott M. Cutlip and Allen H. Center lay the groundwork for the 

Prominence of the public relations process model today. In discussing 



research at t 1 tude, they comment that : 

,like an iceberg, only a small part of public relations 
practice is seen above the surface. The part that does 
show. -- publicity -- is too often taken for the whole 
thing; but--the unseen mass --research, .planning, 
evaluation -- Is more important in the long run 
(1982, p. 143). 

For Cutlip, Center and Broom (1985) public relations is a 

problem-solving process; an emphasis'on fact-f.inding and planning is 

what distinguishes public relations from publicity. They outline a 

four-step process considered theoretically vital to the planning of 

any pub1 ic reVations program: 

1. Defininq problem. This involves probing and 
monitoring knowledge, opinions, attitudes, and behaviors 
of those concerned with and affected by the acts and 
policies of an organization -- research and fact finding. 
In essence, this is an organization's intelligence 
function as it requires determining 'What's happening now?' 

2. Planning ~ . p r o c r r m i t q g .  Th.is involves bringing the 
intelligence to bear on the policies and programs of the 
organization. It results in decisions affecting program 
pub'llcs, obJectives, procedures, and strategies in the 
interests of- al'l concerned. This step in the process 
answers "What should we do and why?' 

3. T a k i u  action a communicatirlg. This involves 
implementing the plans and program through both action 
and cofmrmnication designed to achieve specific objectives 
related to the. program goal. With respect to each of the 
publics, the question is V o w  do we do it and say it?a 

'4 .  Evaluatinq proarw. This involves determining 
the results of the program, as well as assessing the 
effectiveness of program preparation and implementation. 
Adjustments can be made in the continuing program or the 
program can be stopped after learning "How did we do?" 



Table 1: The four-step D.P.A.E. problem solving process 
of public relations research. by Cutlip, Center 
and Broom (1985,  p.200). 

Only the first. three steps of Cutlip, Center and Broom's four- 

step model are the basis for the analysis of the Delaware slogan 

campaign. By overlaying this three-step process of problem 

defInltion/research, planning/programmlng and action/communication 

In analyzing the "Delaware Small.Wondern campaign, this thesis 



compares what is proposed by experts to-a practical appllcatlon., I t  

polnts out where the Delaware campaign diverged from and coincided 

-with prescribed.public relations practice. Chapters five, six and 

seven descr i be th-i s cornparhi son in de tai I. -, 

I 

public relations theory Is examined through the application of Grunig 

- 'and Hunt's (1984) public information and two-way asymmetric models and 

Delaware campaign in chapters five and eight. 

Limi tat iong 

I 

The Kind of in depth analysis necessary for achieving the 

process -- an evaluation of program effectiveness -- is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. Cause and effect of a state slogan campaign are 

difficult to establish. Subjective reactions and -assessments of the 

campaign, however, Inevitably resulted from the Interviews conducted 

commentaries of these participants provided an lnformal means of 

Wadingn the campaign effort. The researcher's pledge to anonymity 

enabled the interviewees to give frank, revealing and occasionaily 

self-serving answers, but it hindered the open transmission of data 

- .  -.. .. . . : - -  . 
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Thesis Orqanization. 

The thes'is is organized in eight chapters beginning with the 
\ 

ant public relations' 

I 1  terature and its relationship to the themes, and methodologi~al and 

theoretical areas of this thesis. Chapter three outlines the specific 

methods that were employed in superimposing the D.P.A.E. public 

relations model of Cutlip, Center and Broom (1985> on a case study of 

the uDelaware Small WonderVlogan campaign. Chapter four tells the 

"Delaware Small Wonder"story. The first three steps. of the D.P.A.E. 

model, as it relates to the Delaware campaigni comprise chapters five 

through seven, with an examination of the models'and theories of 

Grunig and Hunt (1984) and Grunig (1983) In chapter five,. Chapter 

eight summarizes the investigation. 

In the interests of impartiality, there is no mention of names 

in the text of the thesis. An appendix at the conclusion lists the 

names and titles of the persons interviewed in reconstructing the 

history. of the "Delaware Smal I Wonderu slogan campaign. The list of - 
lnterviewees are arranged both alphabet! cal l y and categor i cal I y . 

\ 

.The research question for this analysis of the U D ~ I  aware Smal I 

Wonderu slogan campaign has two aspects. How the Delaware campaign 

converges with and diverges from recorninended or prescribed models for 

conducting a public relations program.is the first aspect. This is 

examined by reconstructing the campaign's case history from 1981 



through 1984 according to the qualitative research criteria of Yin 

(1984.) and, by comparing the public relations process and results Zo 

prescribed D.P. .A.E.  model of Cut1 ip, Center and Broom. 
* -  . . . - 

: 

The usefulness and applicability of public relations theory is 

the second aspect of this thesis. The public in.formation model of 

Grunig and Hunt (1984) and the situational theory to identify publics 

of Grunig (1983) are selected as the most relevant of the current 

public relat-ions theories with which to exmine a state slogan 

campaign. 

The history of the "Delaware Small Wonder9tate slogan 

campaign is brief. Officially announced in 1983, it is only three 

years old. The analysis of the planning and implementation of the 

campaign as a public relations program is timely. The memories of 

"keyu personnel are fresh, and original campaign data are available. 

A case study with an overlay of the first three steps of the Cut l ip, 
I 

Center and Broom four-step D.P.A.E. process generates a perspective 

for communication research. The relationship of the NDelaware Small 

Wondern campaign to the established research theories of Grunig (1983) 

and Grunig and Hunt (1984). provides insight into the complexities of 

the communication processes involved in public relations programming, 

and into the.strengths and weaknesses of current public relations 

theory. . 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REV I EW 

Analyzing campaigns and cases can guide the novice, 
stimulate the imagination of the expert and offer 
a- resource to both (Newsam and Scott, 1981, p. 290). 

This chapter is stru.ctured to review the literature of current 

theoretical approaches to public relations research and of case study 

validity as a research strategy. Each section is followed by a 

specific application to the "Delaware Small Wonder"s1ogan camp'aign. 

Theoretical A~~roaches: Pub1 Ic Relations Research 

As the emphasis on public relations research increases, the 

accompanying need for and interest i n pub1 i c re 1 at ions theory expands. 

A review of public relations literature reveals few attempts at 

conceptual i-nterpretions 'of data. 'The field of public relations 

practice including its literature base Is virtually devoid of any kind 
\ 

of systematically organized, logically structured explanatory system 

to which the term theory can be appliedVEhlIng, 1984, p. 25). A 

hindrance in the development of public relations from a practice to a 

Profession is "he lack of an under1 ying systemat'ized body of theory 



and knowledge, from which practitioners can draw the.ir worku (Pavl ik 

and Salmon, 1984, p. 40). 

- .  . . -  .In an important article, Pavlik and Salmon (1984) take a 

crltlcal look at the levels of publlc relations theory now available 

'and analyze the work of three public relations theorists and 

researchers, Grunig (1983)~ Dervln. (1983) dnd Ehllng (1984). Pavlik 

and Salmon Identify theoretlcal levels of Interest here -- the 
analytlcal and the structural or relational -- and conclude that most 
of the current theories do not exceed the 'individual , analytical 

level. 

On the analytical level, public relations researchers identify 

properties of various publics by performing some mathematlcal 

operations u.pon the observed properties of the individual members 

(Pavl lk and Salmon, 1984, p. 42). The individual 1s the unit of 

ana I ysi s and "of observat ion, wl th ana I yses based on aggregat'i ons of 

atomized indlvlduals, ident if led patterns,and interrelationships of 

the datan (p. 45). Pavl ik and Salmon place the th'eoretical model of 

Dervin (1983), called USense-Making,ll at the analytic level in that 

it: 

looks at how individuals use their own observations as well 
as the observations of others (that which Is usually called 
information or messages) to construct their plctures of 
reality and use these pictures to gulde their behavior (p. 44). 

Dervin'srmodel has four elements: situations, or contexts in which 

sense Is constructed, n a ~ s  in which the individual senses something 

missing, new sense created when the' individual sees a gap as bridged, 
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and uses to which the newly-created sense is applied by the individual 

in guiding behavior. 

PavlIk and Salmon (19841 place Dervln's model largely within. 
. . 

the domlnant analytic paradigm of mass communication research wi th the 

exception of her expllcatlon of the role of situations in determining 

communication behavior: 

This step Is of Importance not only because it enhances 
predictive power, but also because it suggests a strategy 
for improved cmunication campaigns. Speciflcal ly, it 
suggests that organizations might significantly affect 
the behaviors of their publics if they can change the 
situations faclng members of these publics (or perhaps 
people's perceptions of these situations) (p. 45). 

Dervin's si tuational conceptual izatlon in determining 

communlcat1on behavior is not entirely new In the publlc relations 

literature. Grunig and Hunt (1984, pp. 147 - 154) describe a 
situational theory to identify publics which Is explained at length 

and applied to the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign in chapter 

f.ive. The theory states that communication behaviors of publics can 

be best understood by measuring 'how members of pub1 1 cs percei ve 

(problem recogni t Ion) and act Ivel y seek or pass1 ve 1 y process 

informat ion surrounding s1 tuations In which they are affected by 

organlzat lonal consequences. ' percept Ions of high or low 1 eve 1 s of 

constraints, or obstacles, (constraint recognition) in a situation 

affects perceptions of freedom to- plan behavior; Hlgh levels of 

constraint recogn1.tIon lessens the like1 Ihood-that members of publics 

w1ll seek and process information about consequences. Level of 

involvement -- the extent to which members connect themselves with the 



. . . . - -- 

situation -- helps to dis.tinguish whether the members' communication 

strong involvement in an issue general ly yields high ~roblem and low 

-. - -  constraint recognition in a publlc which, -then, actively seeks and - 

attitudes and behaviors. \ 
I 

the situ'at.ional theories of Dervin and Grunig could be improved in a 

may lie in the structure surrounding the situations, as well 
as i n the sel f -reported exper I ences and percept i ons of the 
individuals within it. ..The usefulness of this expanded 
approach may be especially appropriate in attempts to 
explain the relationships between an organization and its 
publics (p. .45). 

Pavlik and Salmon (1984, p. 41) also report that recent 

the finding that groups or organizations do have opinions that are 

distinct from the opinions of individuals who form the group ort 

organization. The basic concern of public relations research at the 

for example. A structural analysis in public relations should treat 

Publics as social systems with characteristics and behaviors that are 

the "elaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign this means that careful 



. . 

attent ion must be paid t o  the structure and, effect of group pub1 lcs 

Chapters five through seven trace 'this analysis. Pavl l k  and salmon 
- - . - . . . - - .. . 

emphasize: - 

that researchers developing p.ublic relations theory need 
to give greater consideration ,to such structural properties 
in order to more fully understand the process, functions and 
effects of public relations as a whole (p. 43). 

Three fundamental variables comprise what sociologists 

Lazarsfeld and Menzel (as quoted In Pavlik and Salmon, 1984, p; 43) 

call Ustructural group properties." These variables determine to.what 

extent it Is possible to achieve one of the primary goals of public 

relations -- to develop the compatibility of an organization and Its 
home community: 

1 )  The structure of confllct processes in the community, 
part icu 1 ar I y those concerning the organization in quest ion. 

2) The structure of the conmninity, -its leadership and genera-l 
value system regarding decision-making. 

3) The structure of the communication channels, or subsystems, 
within. the community, including the nature of pr-int and 
broadcast media, and patterns of use and pre.ference. 
(Tichnor, Donohue and Olien, 1977, as quoted in Pavl ik 
and Salmon, 1984, p .  43) 

In his article, "Organizations, Environments, and Models of 

Public Relatlon~,~ Grunlg (1983) proposes a theory of organlzatlonal 

behavior on the structural or relational research .level . He provides 

a framework for understanding how pub1 ic re1 at ions fits into a social 

and environmental context. Grunlg's expl'anatory variable is 

organizational type or environmental complexity rather than that of 

- . .. .. 



city size of Tichenor et al. Grunig identlfles four models of public 

relations behaviors of organlzatlons whlch vary along one-way and two- 

way, asymmetrlc and symmetric c~rmunlcation dimensions -- press 

agentry/publ_iclty, publlc Information, two-way asymmetrlc and two-way 

symmetrlc: 

Model 

Press Agenrry/ Two- Way Two- Way 
Characteristic Publicif y Public Information As ymme tric Symmetric 

Purpose 

Nature of  
Communication 

Communication 
Model 

Nature of Research 

Leading Historical 
Figures 

Where Practiced 
Today 

Est~mated 
Percentage of 
Organizations 
Practicing Today 

Propaganda 

'One-way; complete 
. truth not 

essential 
Source - Rec. 

Little: "counting 
house" 

P. T. Barnum 

Sports, theatre. 
prbduct 
promotion 

Dissemination of 
information 

One-way: truth 
important 

Source - Rec. 

Little: readability, 
readership 

IVY Lee 

Government; nonprofit 
associations. 
business 

Scientific persuasion 

Two-way; ' 

imbalanced 
effects 

Source - Rec. 
1 

Feedback 
Formative: evaluative 

of attitudes 
Edward L. 8ernays 

Competitive 
business: 
agencies 

Mutual understanding 

Two:way; balanced 
effects 

Group - Group - 
Formative: evaluative 

of understanding 
Bernavs, educators, 

professional 
leaders 

Regulated business: 
agencies 

Table 2 Four Public Relations Models in Theory and Practice 
(Grunig and Hunt, 1984, p. 22) 

Grunlg (1983) argues in his theory that different types of 

organizations will employ dlfferent types of publlc relations 

behaviors and that these behav.iors are dependent upon certain 

structural characterlst ics of the organ izat lons as we1 I as t.he 

surrounding situational or environmental variables. 
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The variables that Grunig identifies -- problem recognition, 
constraint recognition, and level of involvement -- suggest to Pavlik 

cia1 agents. - - 

direction to public relations behavior and may even prompt particular 

activities. Pavlik and Salmon (1984, pp. 46 -47) propose that 

s would benefit 

from an application of this perspective.. Pavlik and Salmon further 

pment of dlrect 
i 

measures of communication flow, of behaviors, characteristics and, 

other variables associat.ed with an organization or public, such as 

phone calls made and received'or content analyses of newsletters and 

Ehllng (1984) constructs a theory of public relations 

management through the application of decision theory. Hi,s research 

represents normative rather than empirical theory. The empirical 

theories of Dervin and Grunlg descrlbe and explain the factual nature 

of the world: the structure, orlgin or ef.fects of certain empirically 

grounded phenomena. The theory of Ehllng (1984, p. 27) is normative 

in that it makes "explicit in a logically deductive manner the formal 

Properties that define the crlterlon or crlteiia 'to be used in maklng " 

Judgements and choices." 

Pavlik and Salmon (1984) evaluate Ehling's theory to be fully 
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conceptualized at the relational or structural level of analysis 

ich is analytical 
.'? 

and that of .Gtunlg (1983) which is less purely structural in that it 

. - -  i nc'l udes certain assumpt ions about group proper t 1 es der.1 ved from .. 

aggregations of individuals. Ehl ing's units of concern are organized 

social groupings, not individual persons or statistical aggregations. 

He examines the role of the individual as a potential decision-maker 
. . 

within the set of constraints or paramet.ers established: by the 

organiz-ations or environment. Ehling suggests the concepts of 

interdependence, 'the hierarchical or vertical nature of a 

relationship, cooperation and conflict as variables useful in public 

re 1 at ions resear'ch . 

Pavlik and Salmon (1984) di,scuss the value of extending 

the ut i 1 1  ty of Ehl lng's theory by making the group and si tuat ional 

properties more explicit. They suggest further consideration of how 

these variables and group and situational factors function to 

structure, limit or define courses of action acceptable to focal 

groups or their decision-makers. They suggest -that 'the options we 

perceive may b e  more 'fundamental 1 y Important than the f inal choice we 

. make" (p. 48). 

Many aspects of the theoretical approaches available In the 

literature of public relations research are worthy of consideration 

in designing an analysis of the 'Delaware Small Wonder" slogan 



campaign. The analytic and structural research levels described by 

pavlik and Salmon (1984) provide a conceptual framework within which 

to carry the "Delaware Small Wonder" campaign analysis .beyond the 

-. analytic level of the case -study- method.- The -"Sense-Makingu. theory- of 

Dervin (19831, particularly in its extension into the situational 

theory of ident ify ing pub1 ics of s run id and Hunt (-19841, out l lnes 

Grunig's situational theory to identlfy publics presupposes - 

public. relations behaviors of a state travel service and its various 

behavior as i t  relates to problem and constraint recognition and to 

level of involvement is adaptable to various publics involved in the . 

travel industry. This connection between theory. and practice is 

examined extensively in chapter five; Grunlg's situational theory to 

identify publics is applied to the Del.aware campaign beginning on 

~xpanding the: situational theory to the structural level of 

analysis, to an understanding of cbmmunlcat ion behaviors as found in 

the structure surrounding the situations, will improve and expand the 

Pub1 ic re1 at ions context of the De 1 aware Smal. 1 Wonderu sl'ogan 

campaign. For example, it suggests the need to understand the growing 

trend in state sloganism as a symbol ic structure. Such a structure 
2 

--  
. . - - - -. - . . . .. ---- ~ - .  \ -- . 



2 1 

o function on 

the level of soc-la1 and environmental 'systems proposed by Grunlg 

. - - - . . - . sl tuat 1 ons whlch af f.ect - the De1 aware pub1 lc re I-atlons--campilgn process - - - - .  

of chapter flve, pages 74 through 01. 

Grun i g and ' ~ u n  t ' s pub I i c: J nf ormat 1 on and two-wav asvmme tr i € 

models appear to be applicable to the public relations behavlors of 

the Delaware Development Office and Delaware State Travel Service, the 

Dlssemlnatlon of informatlon, one-way, as embodied In the public 

informatlon model' was the dominant purpose and nature of the "Delaware 

form of sclentlflc persuaslon based on low level feedback, is In the 

Delaware campaign's future. As Grunlg and Hunt (1984) .theorize, 

changes In- sltuatlonal and environmental varlables dlctate 

modlf icat 1.on In the type of pub1 ic re1 at Ions behavior an organlzat Ion 

employs. Thls effect Is vlslble In the "Delaware Small Wonder"s1ogan 

campaign process and 1s described in the second half of chapter five. 

represent a level of anal ysls beyond the means of an analysis of the 

"Delaware Smal'l Wonder" slogan campaign. His conceptsof lnterdepen- 

cooperation and confllct as varlables useful In .public relations 

1, 
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requirement that hls theory be applled at the purely structural level, 

without basing theoretic references on individual persons or 

. - statistical--aggregations-may.prove impossible:.--A-major-.pub.Ii-c-in the- - -  - 

"elaware Small WonderP slogan campaign is the tourist, who often 

arrives in ones and twos. One way around this problem may be to 

consider the 'tourist as an organized social grouping. .A  second 
1 

approach might be that of Grunig (1983) who combines analytic and 

structural levels of theory in his analyses. - 

analysis of the "Delaware 'Smal l Wonderu slogan campaign 13 the 
! 

research of' Pav I i k and Salmon ( 1984). Pav l i k and Salmon encourage 

public relations theorists to conduct analysis at the structural or 

relational level of Inquiry versus the analytical or individual. They 

examine and promote Grunig/s (1983) situational theory to identify 

relations slogan campaign. This concept camb'ined with Grunig's public 

1 nf ormat i on and two-way asymmetr ic models of pub1 i c re I at ion= provi de 

the theoretical basis of analysis f.or this thesis. 

' \  

Case Studv: Just if.icat ion 
1. 

The case' study research analysis of a public-relations 

re] at ions prof essionals, educators, and students. Use of the case 

method aids communicators in their increasing1 y important contemporary 

function as researchers. A recent resurgence of emphasis on 

- 
. . . -.. 



qua1 i tat i ve research has augmented the status of the case study- as a 

public relati,ons resource. A review of literature reveals books and 

articles dedicated to val ldatlng the case- study as a 'rigorous, 
. - - .. - . - . .  . . . . .. - . - .  . .. . .- 

scientific method of research. 

In his book, Cases in Marketinq, Greer (1979, p. 2) promotes 

the case study technique as. an area in which to sharpen analytic 

skills and to integrate theory and practice. He suggests a four-step 

methodology which guides the researcher to work through a complex 

campaign as an historical case: 

- to identify the objectives 1 

- to screen and interpret the facts 
- to examine ,the chosen course of act ion in relation to 

alternatives based on relative costs and payoffs 
- to analyze implementat ion 

Greer's model echoes the D.P.A.E. model of Cutllp, Center and 

' Broom (1985). The import of the case study for public relations 

practitioners and students is its distillation of the decision-making 

process. 'The essence of the manager's work is making decisionsu 

(Greer, 1979, p. 2).  

Newsom and Scott (1981 dedicate an entire chapter of their 

public relations text to the public relations campaign and the case 

study approach. Historical cases are considered to be sources and 

resources for public relations practitioners and educators, offering 

ideas and suggestions. For students, case studies provide problems 

with which Y o  hone their skills and spark discussionsu (p. 313). 

Newsom and Scott also elaborate that: 



... dissection of a public relations event is useful not , 
only for students trying to develop approaches to publlc ' 
relations problems. The same careful, detailed study 
and documentation also is useful for practitioners after 
a campaign (p. 2981, 

. -- . . . . .. - 
> 

Newsom and Scott (1981) propose a three-part analysis outline 

useful in examining a historical case. The first section includes a 
I 

summary of the cause, that is, an explanation of the nature of the 

problems and their background. This includes discussion of evolution, 

objectives, research, publics, techniques and tools', and role of the 

public relations manager. Second, there is a detailed description of 

the institution involved, what it is and does, including samples of 

a1 l materials used and produced in the program. Third is a 

considerat ion of what worked part icul ar l y we1 l and what could have 

been improved (pp. 297-298). 

Fraser P. Seitel (1984, pp. 179 - 181) supports Newsom and 
,Scott's va1,idation of the case study with the contention that one 

person's experience may be instructive to another and suggests a 

similar analytic case formula: "presentation of a problem experlenced 

by one organization but often applicable to many other groups, 

definition of problem dimensions and solutions advantages, and 

description of the case organization's experience after adopting the 

solution. 

In his new book, Case Studv Besearch: Pesim Methods, 

Robert K. Yin (1984) defends the validity of the case study as a 

research method. The appearance of his book also attests to the 



Lindemann (Spring, 19801 advocates the use of case studies to 

supplement survey data and to glve a more .precise sense of 
/ 

cammunicationpatterns. His formula includes investigative, 
.. . .. -. . - . .. .. . - . . . .  , . 

descriptive, and exploratory research of problems. Only after the 

research is done does he recammend hunting for theorles to put meaning 

Into the findlngs. Lindemann points out two Important limltations of 

the case method. One. is that the research effort can be subject to 

researcher blast the second is that the information collected, In that 

much of It is qua1 l.tatl.ve, may be difficul t to proJect or evaluate 

from a cause and effect standpoint. Desplte these limitations, 

LIndemann advocates the case study approach as adding 'a new, flex'ible 

dlmenslon to oplnlon and attitude researchVpp. 48-49>, Marlampolski 

(19841 also states that "while the projections yielded by quantitatlve 

survey methods are impossible through qualltatlve research, the latter 

can yield more penetrating datau (p.231. 

.: I f  the prevalence in usage of the publlc relations case study 

can be considered a self-valldating.measure, the stature of 

the case method is highly regarded. The speclal bibliographic 

supplement of Pub1 1c Relation3 Beviey (Wlnter, 19831 lists a number of 

articles, books and theses centering on case study descrlptlons of 

Publ.1~ relations' campalgns and promotions. The case study is the 

favored method of analysis for examining marketing plans ranglng from 

the promotion of packaged Ice to the descrlptlon of top marketing 

e t h Media Decision3 successes. One citation Is Mark 'b (Spring,- 

1983), a speclal -Issue devoted to In depth case studies of the f ifteen 



- 

top marketing successes of uded 

- 

are market i ng coups as 
,. . .. , . major as Lee Iacocca's resurrection of the Chrysler Corporation, 

Johnson 8 Johnson's management of the 1982 Tylenol crisis and Hilton 
- -  - .. - - - 

Hotel management's effectlve marketing of packaged hotel 

accommodations during a recessionary economic period. Pol icano (1985) 
I 

also employs the case study to analyze the 1984 four mil lion dollar 

, . public relations campaign mounted by A. H. Robins ten years after its 

recall of the deadly Dalkon Shield. 

Articles appearing between 1979 and 1985 in public Relationg 

I . . Journal also provide a basis of support for the case study method. 
.,.. .. :>,: ,,,:..:: ,_,.. . . ,.,>:'.-,- . 

*,, . .$... .': ;.y ., . 
;r:$yi:, . , Mariamp,olski's essay, 'The Resurgence of Qualitative Research" (19841, 
g,*:zz.,; 
,942' ! ;, 
' >  >::,.*,.., 
>+#:A?<>:! !;, :,: 
,,... &7$y, ~ 

cited above, discusses the renewed public relations interest in in- 
.,.i..' :... . ,,.. -A.:,..:, . -x:i:;w.. , j  :>. ;iY,.,.'" ... 
<,>?:$;,<:. :, 

t36,$, .- -. depth studies of target audiences. Severdl other articles stress the 
cm ,::,:;!; 
jt:.9.,,.. ; ;:$.i.;<$>-. : ., , 
wzy.?.-...+;: . , . .," :,:, ?:..; .. need for the modern pub1 i c re l,at ions pract i ti oner to understand 
$,.:i?i:::: ,, 

:~;$:.#,..:... 
>,&+,*%,:z.,..:. ,+ ,.,A. :.... 5 y:,n.>->...,,. , . <E. ..~."' .,.::. . 
;<.;&-;<., : , 

rat ional dec i sion-maki ng i n market i ng commun i cat ions and promot ion 
p:": s,;,;- y4f&';:fi, . , 
g;+???<;:?z:.' 
k5c:2::gi$;;;: strategy. "Lessons .from the past are avail able and must not be 

rF.:9c(". > $4. <. .%>2<@;$,$;:, ; 
p ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ : ; ? . . ~  Both Poirier (1979) and Files (1982, p. 22 - 25) suggest the f~p&j~.;, 

$;i:.p@:;.< ., . 
s."'.?..,g,,?Y'.- 

g&,+,;g;c:; four-step public relations process model -- research, action, 
:y.-,: ,?: ,;;#.'.~.. . . a,!?;.:, 
g2&;- cmunication, and eva.luat1on -- (similar to Cutlip, Center and 
&.. >., gjgp;:, 
&ti?$$; . 
wJ..b! ,+!!.+<., . . . . 

Bream's D.P:A.E. model mentioned in chapter- one) as a syst.emat ic and 
en./..;' gpy$<::. : 
,&<y:, 
2p32~':,:,:. 

logical way to analyze pub1 ic re1 at ions planning and operations. 
@2g?$. 

c{y{;G: 2 
..b,' . ., . *$$:&; $;,<F;v 
p: .,. 'x;+gw,.i. 

In addition to the growing general emphasis on research and 
,2:;;,*;.; 
&<,,:<;.? ;, 
,???+>.&.<" 
;$$j,:jx:F 
tt&%:;;; 

Planning (Cantor, 19851, another pervasive theme in the public 
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planning. For Poirier (19791, such a case study would offer a, lesson 

ion strategy. 

,- . . . . , 

the times is capsuliied in the rhetorical and persuasive nature of the 

slogan, "Delaware Small Wonder." A case study of the Delaware 

state slogan as a rhetorical tactic in the realm of advertising and 

product packaging (Denton, 1980, p. 11). 

Additionally, the case study using the intensive or in depth 

interview technique for data collection is an ideal method of research 

for analyzing a public relations.campaign such as the introduction of 

a new state slogan. 1ntensiv.e interviewing of key participants, 

particularly in a state as small as Delaware, allows the researcher to 

' capture the lrmediacy of the moment, to penetrate the proclaimed 

objectives of the campaign to examine the more subtle age'ndas.. It is 

much .like witnessing and documenting a highly-orchestrated three-ring . 

circus. Interviews for the Delaware campaign usually began in the 
. . 

f irst ring wi th the sense of acrobats circl ing on horsebeck, a 

fami l iar scene. As the interview progressed, often comments were made 

or bits of information shared which snatched the campaign focus to the 

risk-taking of tight rope walkers working without nets in the next 

ring; yet another comment would bring to mind campaign adversities 

similar to lion taming going on in a third. A fascinating fact was 

that, because of ~elaware/s smal'l slze, of ten the same actors were 

Performing in each ring. 

- -. - - . . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 



. . . ~ .,.... " 

For this reason, a case study of "Delaware Small Wonder-s a 

current state public relations campal-gn is an exciting adventure in 

learning about "personal turf,"bout t'erritoriality, political and 
. . -  . . -  . . - - -  - . - 

social agrandizement, state tourist and economic .promotion, and the 

value of applying theory to practice. How the Delaware case history 

theories reveals the int'ricacies and uniqueness of Delaware's slogan 

promotion purposes behind such a campaign. 
- ; 

'% 

A review of the literature pertaining to public relations 

theory reveals an increasing need to relate intellectual or conceptual 

theory and know1 edge wi 1 1 assist In the development of pub1 ic 

state that through an understanding of publics as social systems with 

structural characterist ics and behaviqrs that are potential I y 

gain a fuller understanding of the process, functions and effe.cts of 

decision theory are concelved on the structural l eve1 of analysis. 

" 

analytical level, such as that of Dervin (1983) in which the 

individual is the unit of analysis, is useful but does not provide the 

same theoretical overview. 

. . .. . ---- .. - ~~ ~-~~ 
. - - 
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The pub1 ic inf ormat ion and two-way asymmetric models of Grunig 
\ 

blics of Grunig 

. . .  . 

examinat ion of the pub1 ic re1 at ions behaviors of a state development 

off ice and travel service and its various pub1 ics. These theories 

enrich an analysis,of the 'Delaware Small Wonder"s1ogan campaign. 

promotes the case study as a means for sharpening analytic skills and 

integrating theory and practice. Newsom and Sc0t.t (1981) and Yin 

(1984) have written academic texts on the case study as an important 

and rigorous research strategy. Furthermore, the literature. itself is 

replete with examples of actual case studies of investigative, 
I 

In this regard, use of the case study-method as the research 

investigative method we1 1-designed for tapping into and preserving the 

life and spirit characteristic of the Delaware public relations 

- . . .  -. - . . -- - -. - -- -- . - -- -- -. -. -- . - - - - . - -- . - - -- - .... 



CHAPTER THREE 

THESIS METHODOLOGY 

Theore t 1 ca l Pro~osi t I ons 

A case study of the "Delaware Small WonderU slogan campaign is 

a valid exercise, using the raw data -- the explanatory, descriptive 
and experienti.al body of knowledge -- to develop a coherent theory of 
public relations. Under a subchapter heading entitled "In Search of a 

Theory," Grunig .and Hunt (1984) state: , 

When we,defined the criteria for a pro'fession, we said 
that not only must there be a body of knowledge for a 
profession to exist but also that practitioners must take 
an intellectual approach when they use-that knowledge ... 
to solve public relations problems (p. 77). 

The theories guiding this thesis are the public Information 

and two-way asymmetric models of Grunig and Hunt (1984) and the 

situational theory'to identify publics of Grunig (19831, introduced In 

chapter two. Simply stated, Grunig maintains that the entire pub1 ic 

relations process hinges on how an organization and its relationship 

to the public is defined. In practical application, how th.e Delaware 

Development Office is structured -- for example, its leadership and 
cammunication patterns -- dictates what its public relations 
behavior regarding a slogan campaign was and how it will continue. 

-. . .. . . .~ I . .  . . . . . 



Under this theoretlcal umbrella, a case study of the Delaware 

campaign is compared in a step-by-step manner. to the first.three steps 

of the four-step pub1 ic relations (problem-solving) process of Cut 1 ip, 
- - 

Center and Broom (19851.- Each section of the Delaware campaign is 

developed from the 'whyD to the %ow,' from Its overa,ll position in 

public relations theory to its practical application. In this way, it 

is possible to discern how the campa.ign coincided and diverged from 

establlshed theory and recmended practice. 

Procedural Prooosi t ion3 
; 

Cutlip, Center and Broom (1985) document the procedural 

functions in each,step of their public relations process model. The 

definition d' public relations oroblemg, the first step, of the 

"elaware Small Wonderu slogan carhpaign began four years ago 'with a 

value Judgment that real or potential problems existed.... Implicit is 

the notion that the organizational goals are the crlteria for making 

such JudgmentsVp.204). In order to reconstruct the case history, it 

is necessary to, conduct an internal as wel 1 as external situation 

anal'ysis. Data col lect.!on is done best through good quest ions and 

good l istening; this requires adapt iveness and f lexibil ity, grasp of 

the issues being studied and lack of bias (Yin, 1984, pp. 57 - 59). 

Yin (1984, pp. 79 - 89) also outlines slx sources of evidence 
which have important application to the case study data collection for 

the "Delaware Small WonderQiogan campaign. Yin's sources blend wel 1 

with the D.P.A.E. research methods described by Cutlip, Center and 
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Broom (1985, p. 199 - 218). Elements of the two citations are 

combined below: 

- Document3: To corroborate and augment evidence, 
-to--raise- quest ions; to-generate i nferences as -clues'; - . - . -  - - - - 

- Archival Recordq:, Servlce, organizational and 
personal records; maps and charts, lists of names, 
survey data. 

- nterv iewg: Essen t i a l source of case s.tudy 
evidence :providing insights into human affairs and 
shortcuts into prlor history of sltuations. 

- Observat i QU: Formal and i nf orma l , personal 
contacts, key informants, community forums and focus 
groups, advisory committees and boards. 

- Participant Observation: Investigator opportunity 
to manipulate events and situation opportunities. 

- PhrsicaAr.tifactg: Content analysis of media 
coverage and "Delaware Small Wonder" commercial products. 

The sources of data most relevant to this study are documents, 

archival records, interviews and physical artifacts. Of these, the 

interview is the main instrument of research: 

, . 
Interviews should always be- considered 'verbal reports' only. 
As such, they are subject to the problems of bias, poor 
recall, and poor or. inaccurate articulati.on (Yin, 1984, p. 85). 

For this reason, the interviews collected pertaining to the 'Delaware 

Small Wonderu slogan campaign are- corroborated wl th informat ion from 

other sources -- documents, archival records and physical artifacts. 

The intensive or focused interview, based on question sets, guides 

the case research through the second step of the pub1 ic re1 at ions 

Process -- planning a proc~ramming. 

In order to understand the planning and programming aspects of 
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the 'Delaware Small. Wonder" slogan campaign, the 24 key personnel 

invol ved, past and present, were interviewed. ObJectives for the 

campaign are identified and strategic thinking and implementation 

tactics examlmed. - "Research, analysis, precedents; and--experience . -- - -- - .  . -. -. 

must be converted Into .program forms acceptable to non-pub1 ic 

re1 at i ons execut i ves" (Cut l 1 p , Center and Broom, 1985, p . 239) as w e  1 1  

as to the non-public relatlons'public at large. The writing of the 

program .as we1 l as budgeting and considerations are included on 

the interviewschedule. 

In the third step of the process model -- takins action 
cmunicatinq --Cutlip, Center and Broom (1985) explore at length the 

fundamentals of the connnunlcation process. Various well-known models 

are suggested for the diffusion of information process: such as the 

two-step flow, coorlentation and concentric-circle theories. 

Supplemental to this study of the 'Del awar'e Smal l Wonder" 

slogan campaign, is Cutlip, Center and Broom's discussion of symbols 

1985, pp. 281' - 285). 'Delaware Small Wonderu is a rhetorical, persuasive 

device. "The symbol offers a dramatic and direct means of persuasive 

comnicatl~on with large numbers of people over long I h e s  of 

comunlcationu (p.. 281). By means of direct interviews, this thesis 

examines the meaning of the "Delaware Small Wonderu theme through the 

eyes of i ts creators and imp1 ementors. 

The public relations theories of Grunig (19831 and Grunig and 
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Service, University of Delaware, Delaware State Chamber of Commerce, 

Tourism Advisory Board, Milford Chamber of Commerce, Gi-eater 

Wilmington Convention and Visitors Bureau, arid Widener University. 
. . . . -- . . .- . . . . > - - - - . . . - . - . . . 

Seven interviews were with participants involved with the campaign 

through Lyons, Inc., the advertising agency; three, with in-state 

tourism destinations. Three interviews were selected in retail sales, 

one in outdoor sports recreation and two in gift merchandizing. The 

final two interviews were drawn from real estate sales. and the media. 

process itself welcomed by almost all interviewees. Developing and 

implementing a state public relations program is an energetic 

undertaking, and the exciting involvement of the "Delaware Small 

Wonder"s1ogan campaign is still close to the hearts of the major 

experience of the Delaware campaign which made the intensive intprview 

researchprocess for deriving the case history both highly effective 

and incredibly interesting. 

Documents provided through the courtesy of the Delaware State 

Travel Service included Travel Industrv -- a monthly newsletter 
for state-wide travel and tourist interests -- and periodic news 
re 1 eases updat i ng the area media about the progress .of the "De l aware 

Small Wonder "campaign. These documents spanned the central campaign 

Period from January, 1983, through December, 1984, and were important 

in establ ishing a chronology lor the slogan campalgn process. 
'.- 



Archival records in the form of serv1c.e and organizational 

records,. charts, and 1 ists of part 1c;ipants were made avai l abl e through 

the library resources of Widener University's .Department of Tour.ism 
. . . -. - - . . . ~ .- . ... - . . . \ . .. . .  

and~ravel. with these data it was possible. to verify procedures, 

conclusions and pronouncements made about .the campabgn by interviewees 

as well as in official publications of the Delaware Development Office 

and Delaware State Travel Service. 

The documents and afchi-val records corroborated and augmented 

the evidence. about the campaign obtained through interviewing. These 

records helped anchor the campaign factual 1 y and temporal l y; the 

personal in depth interviews added richness and human interest to the 

case history. 



. - .  - .. - . 

CHAPTER FOUR 

-THE VELAWARE SHALL WONDER0 STORY 

On April 15, 1983, the Delaware State Travel Service of the 

Delaware Development, Office introduced "Delaware Small Wonderhas the 

state's new promotional theme. It replaced the old motto of "In the 

First Placeu used since 1981 honoring Delaware's prominence as the 

fi,rst state to ratify the Constitution in 1787. Over the years the 

state had had many tag lines: 'The Diamond State,"The Peach 

State,"The State That Started A Nation0- and "The First State." 

The. Pre-Cam~a jgn Period:" 1977 & 1981 

The unquestionable siccess in 1977 of the " I  Love New York" 

campaign ushered in a decade of slogan fever across the natlon. 

"Virginia is for Lovers," "Capture a Maryland Hemory,"You've got a 

frl end in Perinsy 1 vaniaP and "Live. Free or Dieu (New Hampshire) are 

among the more evocative or ethereal. A variety of down-to-earth 

slogans also came out of the period such as uArnerica's Dairyland" 

(Wlsconsln), OSportsmen's ParadiseU (Louisiana), UBig SkyY (Montana), 

"how Me StateVNissouri>, YVacationlandO (Maine) and QOcean StateY 

(Rhode Island). Humorous puns are another category -- #Ski Utah - 
Greatest Snow on .Earthn and "A Cap1 tat ~i ty - Washington. " 



Whatever the slogan form, the public relations message was the 

same -- a catchy, easily recognizable attention-getter -- and the 
"elaware Small Wonderu slogan campaign was no exception. State 
. . - .... . ... . . - . . 

officials were becoming aware of the financial need to market t.helr 

states, to identify and advertise for the purposes of tourism and 
\ 

economic development. 

The poli.tical climate in Delaware in the early 1980s favored a 
,. 

state wide reapportionment. In October, 1981, the Department of 

Consumer Affairs become a strictly service organization, and the 

legislature created the Delaware' Development Office (DDO) to assume a 

dual mission to promote both tourism and lndustrlal development in the 

state. The Delaware State Travel Service (DSTS) of the DeveLopment 

Office was responsible for tourism, The hlstory of Delaware/s public 

relations and advertising in elther area was reputedly abysmal. Lack 

of legislative interest was reflected in meager budget allocations and 

I'imited commitment to professional public relations advisement. 

I 

In 1978, De.laware/s total allocation'~for tourist and 

lndustrlal development was $72,000, which included salaries, 

promotion, advertising. This amount was one of the lowest state. 
> 

a1 locations in .the country.  h he reason for this i-n-state resistance 
was understandable: permanent down-state, residents' annual bat t le 

against the .traffic and trash of the summer beach tourists. I t  is 

this dwn-state constituency who elected and maintained the anti- 

tourist legislature. Delaware .is small and politics are tight. 



Despite this sentiment, econamlc impact data In 1977 

and 1979 from the U. S. Travel Data Center in Washlngton, D. C., 

federal government awarded a $50,000 grant to Delaware. With this 

evidence of federal support, the assistant director for tourlsm of the 

DSTS lobbied durlng the last week of the 1979 leglslatlve session and 

years brought five percent increases each. The flnal figure at the 

ad campaign and $150,000 for lndustrlal development. This was an 

improvement over the past but still not a large amount ln comparison 

to other state promotions. 

It  was obvlous to the new leadership of the Delaware 

Development Off ice, appointed ln 1901, that professional help was 

needed. For several years,.,the state's account had been bounclng 

between advertising firms. It was agreed that Delaware's primary 

to the distinct geographic and polltlcal division between "upu and 

"d0wn"state. Addl t ional l y , there was a general 1 ack of awareness 

about the state. whlch persisted among .Delaware's own cltizens as we1 l 

as among the tourlsm and travel clientele outside of the state. 

Still popular today, in fact, is a postcard of Delaware's coastal 

beach area branded wl th the -words "el a-where?" 



. - . . . - - . 

uUnofficlal" First m: FJscal Year 1982 - 1983 
No advertising program was In effect between July, 1981, and 

earl y January; 1982, a seven-member Tourism Advi-sory-.Board was- - -- - . - --- - - - - - 

board member represented a private business sector dependent on 

Meanwhile, in fiscal 1982-83 the Delaware State.Trave1 Service 

independently requested bids from five advertising agencies asking for 

themes addressing Delaware's m a 1  1 size -- of ten the on1 y fact most 

smallest state after Rhode Island. The instructions were to play and 

bui ld on. this theme real iz i ng that many people neither know where 

In late January, 1982, the Delaware State Travel Service 

awarded the publicity contract to Lyons,' Inc., a Wilmington agency new 

to advertising. The Delaware Development Office director and 

settling on the *Delaware Small WonderVheme and logo. A series of 

first ads were placed In regional editlons of nine magazines or 

"books," as they ,are cal led In the trade: 



March-April, May-June, 
July-Aug., Sept.-Oct. 

Better Hanes U Gardem 
I-, 

March, May, Oct. 
(Travel East) ' 

.- ,... - . - - - - -. -- . . - . -. . - . . - . . - .  - 

Colonial Hanes Jan.-%eb., Hay-June, 
(National) Nov . -Dec . 
Countrv- 
(Regional) 

March, Aprll, June, Sept. 

Ear I v Amer i can March-April, Sept.-Oct., 
(National > Nov . -Dec . 
F i s h i n a m  
(National 

March 

G l amour Apri l 
(Travel U. S. A.> 

S i una ture 
(Eastern Region) 

TravelHol.idav 
(N. E. Region.) 

March., Apr i l , Aug. 

'March, April, May, Nov. 

The format of the ads stressed the use of minimum copy', with 

,the "Delaware Small Wonderu tag Ilne, to maximize the impact of the 

photography. Twenty rota'ting insert ions for the 12 ads were planned , 

prlmarlly for the ushoulder seasons," spring and fall of 1982 and 

1983. program goals were to increase in-state and ou-t-of-state 

recognition of Delaware as a visitor destination. Target audiences 

out-of-state were tourlsm wholesalers, such as bus tour operators, 

travel writers and adul ts without chl ldren 1 iving within 350 to 500 

miles of Delaware. Besides the-beaches, whlch dld not need promotion 

except in off-season, i t was decided that Delaware offered few 

attractions for ,children. 



To stretch the. investment in the expensive color separations 

prepared for the twelve magazine advertisements, the Delaware 

Deve 1 opment Off ice 'and Lyons, Inc., col l aborated on. a m a 1  1 , spiral 
- . . .  . . . - . . - - - . - . - - - . . . 

ring bound 'booklet for promotional use at trade shows and touri'sm 

conventions. On the cover it said, 'Little Delaware is launching a 

big advert-ising campaign."Its effectiveness was so great that a 

second saddle-stitched, consumer version was printed for use in 

answering mail and telephone inquiries. Its cover displayed the 

slogan starkly contrasted against a dark blue background. 

Concurrent with the magazine advertisements, the Delaware 

resident was targeted for increased in-state awareness through the 

placement of large "Delaware Small Wonderu logos on regional transit 

such as the Delaware Area Regional Transit buses (DART). Arrangements 

also were made for the 1983 - 1984 Delaware telephone directory cover 
to carry the theme. Additionally, the DSTS initiated a matching funds 

program which paid up to 50 percent on brochure costs for Delaware 

business and tourist organizations wil ling to include the 'Delaware 

Small Wonderu logo on their publications. By December, 1982, the 

"Delaware Small Wonderu slogan campaign to promote Delaware's 

historical , cu I tural , recreational and sports of ferings had its 

"unofficla1"first anniversary. 

n2 second m: Goina Public & Fiscal Year 1983 - t984 
In the January 28, 1983, Issue of Travel Indu_strv N e w ,  a 

month1 y newsletter of the Delaware State  ravel Service, the "Delaware 
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Small Wonder' slogan campaign was previewed. Use of the logo in 

prlvate promotional.~piecea~was urged to 'help unify the entire state 

under one prmotlonal effort."e 'kick-off promoti.on"for the 

cma lgri was -pr'mi'sed' for March ; Camera-ready versi ona -of t he'-l ogo . -  

for printing were available with stlckers, mugs, T-shirts and other 

souvenirs soon to follow. Information request figures for 1982 were 

reported to be up 11,000 over 1981 with 33,000 requests for 

information on Delaware from-all over the world. The requests, 

largely from a 350 to 500 mile radius of Delaware, were attributed to 

the "Delaware Small Wonderu advertising effort of the previous year. 

In the March 7, 1983, newsletter, the Aprll 15 open 

house/press conference officlally announcing the slogan campaign was 

publicized. 'Delaware Small Wonderm specialty Items were described as 

having increased In variety to include pens, lighters, letter openers 

and other forms of inexpensive advertislng for convention use as well 

as for pfivate souvenirs. The Delaware' D6velopment Office also 

announced an up-coming 25-page advertising supp'lernent highlighting 

Delaware in the March 28 issue of Forbes magaz i ne. The supp'l ement was 

to appear in a quality-of life section describing Delaware's 

propert ies and at tract ions to encourage travel and business re l ocat ion 

In the state. 

The March 7 newsletter also documented that discussion had 

begun among the members of the De 1 aware Deve 1 oprnen t Of f ice , Tour 1 sm 

Advisory Board, and Department of Transpor tat l on about a major h 1 ghway 

signage program that would beneflt.tourlsm interests in Delaware." 



?..5, :.2 - <-:, # 
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The program called for 160 signs. to be put up within the coming year; 
,.,.: ..: <. .;v::.i ':~. ...: , .. . <.- ' .,,S'.. 
' .. + , . . . ... . .. ... -.. . .: v 

Sixty large signs placed at Delaware's major arteries were to bear the 
,+F. ( : . 
.r. : 

'.'; ' ' ::> ,... ! , 
hand-fabricated message 'Welcome to Delaware Smal l Wonder -- the First 

- -State .' ' One'hundred I er s-igns, bearing t h e  word "Del awaren-.i n the 

stylized form of the promotional logo, were to m a c e u  the smaller 

arteries into the state. 

Fol lowing the Devel opment Off ice's successful campaign 

- . . . - . . . . .  
announcement open house/press conference on April 15 attended by 150 

of Delaware's state, business, tourism, and media representatives, the 

governor proclaimed May, 1983, as "Delaware Small Wonder"m0nth. The 

expressed goals were to increase the visibi I i ty of the travel industry 

as a vital econdmic interest in De-laware, to establish an image of 
\ 

Delaware as an ideal place to visit as essential to increasing 

economic galns through travel, to unify promotion efforts by 

Delaware's travel industry to heighten the state's attracti'on as a 

total travel destination and to promote the new theme for Delaware. 

The June' 10, 1983, Travel hdugtry News carried information 

request figures indicat ing a hassive increase in Apr i l , 1983. 

"Requests totaled over 9,000, double the previous monthly high of 

4,500." "Delaware Small WonderQemorabilia continued to grow in 

quality, quantity and diversity. A postage meter plate bearing the 

logo became avai-I abl e for business use; four down-state radio stat ions 

-- WKEN and WDOV in Dover, WAFL in Milford and WWTR in Bethany Beach 

-- conducted high 1 y successfu I radi o contests to ident i f y tr lvi a 
/ 

related to Delaware attractions. Prizes wefe 'Delaware Small Wondern 
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T-shirts and mugs, new items in the slogan campalgn merchandise 

inventory. The program director for WAFL In Illford remarked: 

The uniqueness of the promotion was that nearly 100 
percent. of .the. wlnners .came in for their prlze package.----. . - - - -  - -. 

Normally, listeners play our trivia game for. the fun of it .., 
We were overwhelmed at the number of winners who drove to our 
'stat ion from a1 1 over Kent and Sussex Counties to claim their 
prizes (Travel Industrv m, Oct. 9, 1983). 

Both in and out-of-state print medla ran stories on the new 

campaign. By far the most prest igious. pub1 ici ty was the feature 

artlcle on Delaware In the August, 1983, Issue of J?ationaL'Geoqra~hic. 

Entitled "Delaware - Who Needs to Be Blg?"the 28-page article, 

written by -Jane Vessels, described Delaware's'people and their 

attitudes, Delaware's industry, attractions and history. Twenty-one 

color photographs by Kevin Flemlng, a native of Kent County, 

highlighted the story. 

.The August 11, 1983, Travel Industry reported.that travel 

information request figures at the Delaware State Travel Service were 

soaring. The 41,665 request total for fiscal year 1982 - 1983 
represented a 57 percent increase over the 26,593 figure for fiscal 

1981 - 1982. The DSTS response time to each request was two to three 

days. Geographic distribution indicated that the largest number of 

request? originated from within Delaware's neighboring states. The 

first allocation of matching grants In the amount of $147,900 were 

awarded to 16 Delaware organizations for projects attracting new 

investors and businesses to Delaware and promoting the state as a 

- .  
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travel destination. For fiscal year 1983 - 1984, the DSTS allocated 
$103,600 to 17 organizations. 

... . - -.By- August..,---1-983-,- ODe 1 aware .%a 1 1 Wonder? conherci a1 . ... . --._ . . - 

memorabi I i a had grown to i nc I ude bumper st i ckers, blue hen st i ck-ons, 

state flag pens, plates, ties, paper weights and Delaware fiags. Also 

by August, the f irst four large "Welcome to Delaware Small Wonder - 
the First StateU road signs were In place at 1-295 at the Delaware 

Memorial Bridge when coming from New Jersey (20 million cars a year 

cross in both directions), 1-95 at the Delaware-Maryland border, 1-95 

at the Delaware -.Pennsylvania border and 1-495 Just across the 

Delaware line when coming into the state from Pennsylvanla. 

By fa1 1 ,  1983, statistkcs were tabulated ranking Delaware 

fifth in the nation in travel expenditure growth in 1981 over 1980, 

according to the Impact qf Travel a ~ t a t i  Economies'1981, publ ished 

by the U. S. Travel Data Center. Food service and lodging topped the 

list of travel expenditures which pushed tourism to a position as the 

second largest industry in Delaware, second only to agriculture. 

Travel expen-ditures in Delaware from tourism of $461 million in fiscal 

Year 1981 - 1982 accounted.for $13.6 million in state tax revenue and 
over 16,000 full and part-time jobs. 

Behind-the-scenes work had begun by November, 1983, on a 

col l aborat ive effort between the State of Delaware and publ isher Harry 

G. Abrams, Inc., to take marketing advantage of Kevin Fleming's 

photographs and surplus negatives from the August, 1983, flat ional 



Geomaphic feature on Delaware. As indicated in the November 1 issue 

of 2 a v e L  Industrv m, the book was tentatively titled Delaware 

Book and was to depict over 200 Delaware scenes. The writer again was 

to be Jane Vessels with completion scheduled for-falli 1984; - - -  - - .- - - - - - - - 

As fiscal year 1982 - 1983 dre,w to a close., the Delaware State 
Travel Service's annual report- capsulized many of the accomplishments 

of the "Delaware Small Wonderu slogan campaign.' All of the Kent County 

and most of the New Castle County highway signs were In place. Sussex 

County signs awaited final assembly. The following are several achieve- 

ments for the year which were not mentioned in the earlier DSTS publicity: 

Even though 1982 was a recesslonary year; the DSTS's 
advertising and public relations programs resulted in a 
three percent increase in public accormnodafion tax' 
collections [six percent of the price of motel/hote.l 
room rental]. Museum andhotel accormodati'ons were up 16 
and down two percent respectively. Travel expenditures 
for the year in Delaware were estimated to be $480 million ... 
The DSTS hosted 15 individual travel writers which, in 
addition to the "Delaware Small Wonder-ress program, 
generated 150 press articles and stories in at least 50 
newspapers arid 20 magazi-nes and requests for appearances 
on six television and six radio shows ... The DSTS 
participated in four wholesale trade shows and one consumer 
show to increase awareness of Delaware as a travel 
destination. The DSTS solicited ,andobtalned commitment 
from the Outdoor Writers Association for their 1988 
convention to be held in Delaware ... 
New v.isltor information signs produceda 30 to 50 
percent increase in attendance a t  visitor information 
centers under the first phase of an information network for 
Delaware... 

To increase awareness of Delaware in publications, the DSTS 
supplied information to over 90 publishers, authors and 
directories and processed 45 film location requests. DSTS 
staff served on five national travel and research committees 
(Travel Industrv News, Nov. 1 ,  1983). 
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As a 1983 ~hristmas promot ion, a ful I-color 1984 calendar of 

events was marketed through newsstands and bookstores. The calendar, 

which quickly sold out, featured 13 Delaware scenes, state trivia, 
. . . ..... .. .. . - -  .- . ... . - -- - . - -. - .. -. .. .. ... . .. , . -. . .- . .. - 

annual fairs and fe'stivals and a map listing many of the state's 

attract ions. 

'J'& Third Yeac.: . Sa i 1 ing rn Success In Fiscal Year 1984 - 1985 
The Delaware State Travel Service rode the momentum of the 

"Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign into the fiscal year 1984 - 
1985. Much of the public relations programing for the previous two 

years was forwarded into the action and cormriunication planning for the 

campaign's future. Campaign proJ.ects and goals were comp 1 eted, 

repeated..and augmented. 

The DSTS devoted $85,000 of its budget for advertising to 

promote Delaware as a travel destination. With several book 

substitutions and insertion date a1 terations from the 1.983 p'l an the 

1984 advertising schedule was as fol lows: 

Amer i cang March-Apr i 1 , Sep t . -0ct. , 
Nov :-Dec . 

!k!&yhz!!!ZlaGardens March, April, Sept. 

Country Maaazine Jan., April, May, June, 
Oct., Nov. 

Destinations Dec . 
Glamaur Apr i I 

New XWs - TImes Macrazi ne Oct . 
L ~ G u I d e  March, Apri I 



Travel. m, Oct . 
Feb., March, June, Aug., 

Sept . 

- .  - An Important .. _ otgan 1 z.at i ona.1. change w i th.i n.. the De 1 aware . . - 

Development Office was made in February, 1984, with the formation of 

the Information Services sect-ion. Information Services was given the 

. specific assignment of handling the large volume of travel information 

requests. Relieved of this task, the DSTS now became responsible 

primar i l y for prmot ion, advert islng and tour ism development. 

The March 5 Issue of Travel Jndustrv Newq announced the 

completion of the "Delaware Small Wonderu signage program. "Over 160 

signs grace the entrances to our state, including a sign at the Lewes 

side of the Cape May-Lewes F e r r y . V h e  governor of Delaware 

proclaimed June as 'Delaware Small Wonder Monthu to promote further 

the state's tourism theme and to increase awareness of Delaware's , 

status as an excellent travel destination. Optimism for a banner 

travel year in 1984 was running high. The U. S.  ravel- ' ~ a t a  Center 

saw 1984 as the best travel year prospect since 1976. Americans were 

expected to boost their trips away from home by four percent in 1984, 

after no growth in 1983. The Data Center director expected vacation 

travel to rise six percent, with business travel up .even more. 

Marked increases were evident in 1984 in business cooperation 

with the state in promoting the "Delaware Small Wonder"s1ogan. 

During- "Small Wonder Month," 7 - Eleven, a divlslon of Southland 
Corporation, launched a'cooperatlve campaign program with the DSTS. 
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The venture celebrated the importance of tourism to Delaware by 

featuring "eelware Small Wonder' material in all 39 7 - Eleven stores 
throughout the state for the month of June. 

/ . - -  . - . . . . - . . - - . . . .- . .. - .. - . . . .- . - - -  - 

A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held on June 1 to open 7 - 
 leve en's newest location in Wi lmington- on the Kirkwood Highway at 

Duncan Road. Delaware"~ lieutenant governor and the director of the 

Delaware Chamber of C m e r c e  were among.the officials.present at the 

event. The first three hundred customers received bumper stickers 
1 'I 

' come l iments of. DSTS, and Delaware Small Wonderu .- painters' caps were 

"exclusivelyu sold at all 7 - Eleven stores at a discount throughout 
the month as a new specialty Item in the campalgn line. 

For the last week of June, Happy Harry's Discount Pharmacies, 

in a joint venture with the DSTS, offered complimentary "Delaware 

Small WonderVnfant T-shirts to all babies born in participating 

Delaware hospitals. The venture was repeated for the month of August. 

The Gregg Bus Co. jolned the. DART buses in displaying the logo 
i. 

across the back of each vehicle, and the brochures of many of 

De 1 aware's at tractions and accmodat ions began to feature .the 

'Delaware Small Wonderu logo. On June 6, the li.eutenant governor 

agaln supported the campaign by presenting a Wi imington Brownle Troop 

the first "Delaware Sma,ll Wonderybadges on the Senate floor In 

Legislative Hall in Dover. The badge, belleved to be the only state 

badge in the country, encourages a knowledge of Delaware flora, fauna, 

and cultural and historical her1 tage. Also in ~ u n e ,  the new Delaware 



Beaches Information Center opened In Lewis adding to the growing 

tourist information network of the Delaware State Travel Service. - 
I 

In July, 1984, the long-awaited statistics were released from 
-. . - . .  . . . . -- ... . , . . - -  - ... . . .  

m lk2a!mk ImPact d Travel m Delaware Counties, LZB prepared 

by the U. S. Travel Data Center. Besides annual DSTS comparisons of 

recorded travel information requests by mail and telephone, the U. S. 

Travel Data Center studies every thlrd year were the only means of 

measuring or evaluating the economic effect of tourism in Delaware. 

Examining the U. S. Travel Center statistics for 1983 is. important t o  

understanding the impact of the "el aware Smal l W o n d e r 9 1  ogan 

campaign. The studies provided est imates of travel spending ' i n each 
\ 

of the three chunt ies in Delaware, and employment, wdge and salary 

income, state tax revenue and local tax revenue generated by this 

spend i ng.. 

l& Economic I m a c t  gf Travel QQ Del aware Count ieq, i 3  

' At the national level, economic recovery began in 1983 and 

helped boost travel activity and expenditures from their depressed 

levels of the previous 18 months. As a result, the national 

contribution of travel to income and employment also rose.. Whi.le 
I 

Americans.took fewer trips, they stayed away longer, and nights away 

frqn home rose dramatically from 1982 levels. The higher rate of 

travel translated into more jobs rather than increased salaries per 

job apparently due'to caution on the part of travel-related firms. 

Travelers bn Delaware spent over $15 mi l l ion more in 1983 than 
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in 1982, and nearly $118 million more than 1979, for a t'otal of $481 

mi1 1 ion. Thls .represented an increase of 3.2 percent over the $466 

million on transportation, lodging, food, entertainment, recreation 

and A incidentals during.1982, and a 33 percent . increase since 1979. 

Travel-aeneratecj pavroli produced 25 cents in wage and salary income 

durlng 1983 for every do1 lar of travel expenditure 1n.Delaware. Total 

payrol l paid by travel-related firms directly attributable to traveler 

spending was $122.4 milllon. 

Travel-aenerated emlovment grew 1.0 percent over 1982 and was 

one of the most Important benefits of travel and tourism in Delaware 

In 1983. The diversity of spending produced a wide variety of jobs at 

every skill level, 16.8 thousand Jobs throughout the state. 

Travel-aeneratecl Revenue in Delaware generated a total of 

$62.1 mil.llon in 1983, $43.3 at the Federal level, $14.9 at the state, 

and $3.9 at the local. This money was used by the various levels of 

government to contribute to the economy, quality of llfe and culture 

that Delaware residents and their.visitors enjoyed. 

Ths De\aware Small W o n d e r  BQ&Z The Campaisn Ca~tureclia Print 

Campaign actlvlties for 1984 culminated in the release of the 

Delaware Small Wonder book in October. The book, which had-taken a 

year to produce, ieatured 185 Kevln Flemlng photographs of all three 

Delaware counties with an Introduction and state history by Carol E. 

Hoffecker, Richards Professor and Chairperson of. the Department of 

Hlstory at the University of Delaware. Photograph captions were by 



Jane Vessels, author of the original National Geoara~hic article. The 

General Assembly provided $66,00~0 in seed'money towards the 

publication; the rest was raised through the personal efforts of the 
-- . . .~ . - - - -  -. . . . . .. . , . . . . . . . . - - -. . , . 

De 1 aware Deve l opmen t Off i'ce 1 eadersh ip . ' 

The eleven by nine-inch publication, in the style of a "coffee 

tablevart book, was a great success. It was reported in the December 

17 issue of Travel Industrv &yg that the 5,000 hard-cover copies 

released in October had sold out. Abrams' copies were made available 

only to retail stores and wholesale distributors. The Delaware 

Deve l opmen t Off ice a1 so ordered 8,000 sof t-bound books. By Christmas, 

more than half of these hadbeen sold as well; Kevin Fleming made 

autograph appearances at- are= book stores spurring pre-Chr.istmas 

sales. 

An interesting public relations spin-off from the book landed 

the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign a place In the art history 

of the state. A selection of 38 photographs from the Delaware Small 

Wonder book were mounted i n an exhibit ion co-sponsored by the Delaware 

Art Museum in Wilmlngton and the Delaware Development Office. 

Ent I t 1 ed "el aware, Smal I Wonder: A Photographic Essay by Kevin 

Fleming, "he show opened in the Delaware Art Museum gal leries on 

December 7 ("Delaware DayL the 197th annnlversary of Delaware's 

ratification of the U. S. Constitution) with a private preview for 

five hundred guests hosted by the governor and his wife. 

The .exhibition opened to the public dn December 8 and 



continued through January 6, 1985. It then traveled from the art 

museum to the -Delaware Arts Council's downtown gallery and to the 

Delaware Development Office-.for a month in each location before 
.. . - - - -  .- - 

~ - - . .  

closing. The exhibit was Fleming's first one-man show. 

A limited edition of ten prints of each of the 38 photographs, 

a1 l signed and.numbered by the artist , were sold as part of the 

promotional effort surround1 ng the Jelawar? Wonder book and 

photo exhibition. Six large color posters, .two views from each 

county, also were printed from the book and sold fn stores state-wide. 

Summary: '&g Fourth Year - New Directlong ~JI l%wd X!2aK 4%% - 1986 
A change in administrative personnel within the Delaware State 

Travel Service earl ier in the summer of 1984 led to another important 

organi zat ional restructur i ng of the De 1 aware Development Off 1 ce . On 

July I, a new acting director for tourism was appointed for the 
1': 

Del.aware State Travel Service to replace the current assistant 

director who had resigned. On November 16, a second senior staff 

Person was hired by the DDQ. The  el aware State Travel Service was 

renamed the De l aware Tourism 0f.f ice (of the. delaware Deve l opmen t 

Office), The two new administrators together became associate 

directors -for tourism and marketing for the Delaware Tourism Office. 

  he new name for the Delaware Tourism Off ice was 'designed to c l ar i fy 

its purpose -- promot ion of the Small Wonder State 'as a travel 
dest lnat ion and encouragement of growth and expansion in the stqte's 

travel l'ndustryu (Travel Industry News, Dec. 17, 1984). 
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In February, 1985, .the director of the Delaware Development 

Office since its inception in 1901 resigned to reenter private 

business. With the fa1 l ,  1984, elections, the pol i tical cl lmate in 
.. - -  . . 

Delaware inevitably'was changlng. Additionally, resignations and 

attrition from the government, state and advertising agencies were 

making room for new campaign leadership. The origlnal players who had 

been the driving force behind the creation and implementation of the 

UDelaware Small Wondern slogan campaign were di'spersing. Their 

departure marks the beginning of a second management period in fiscal 

year 1905 - 1906 -- a renewed public relations process for the 
"Delaware Small wondera slogan campaign -- and the end of the mission 
of this master's thesis. 

,%: , 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE PROCESS: . DEFINING THE PUBLIC RELATIONS PROBLEMS - THE FIRST STEP 

"Delaware is small. enough that we can set our destiny." 

This statement by a reporter for WILM radio sets the tone for 

the "Delaware Small WonderVlogan campai.gn both in theory as a public 

relations process and in practice. Delaware's small size is a 

recurring element in the app'llcation of D.P.A.E. public relations 

process of Cutlip, Center and Broom. The issue of size also is 

re1 evant in appl ying Grunig and Hunt's publ i c informat ion and two-way 

asymmetrical models of organizational behavior and Grunig's 

situational theory to identify publ ics. 

Chapter five traces the  elaw aware Smal 1 Wonder-logan 

campaign through the first step -- defining the public relations 
". . 

problems. The chapter begins with a description of the establ ished 

mode 1 s and theories of Cut l lp, center' and Broom and of Grun ig out l i ned 

in chapter two. ' It concludes with a comparison of these models and 

theor'i es to the De 1 aware campai gn . 
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THEORETICAL PROPOSITI ONS 

The flrst step of a campaign's public relations process 

behaviors of those concerned with (Internal) and those affected by 

(external the acts and pol icies of the orgarii.zation central to any 

campa i gn . 

Center and Broom describe the role of -research and fact-finding as 

difficult but essential in monitoring the social environment. 'The 

research attitude calls for fact-finding, listening, and gvstematiq 

public$ (1985, p. 203). Cutlip, Center and Broom stress the 

effective communication. 

Defining problem sltuations follows the research and fact 

statement describes the situation in speci flc and 
measurable terms. It details most or all of the following: 

What is the source of concern? 

Where is this a problem? 

is involved or affected? 

j&y are they i nvol ved or' af f ect.ed? 

is this a concern to the organization and its publics? 
(Cutlip, Center and Broain, 1985, p. 204) 

.- - . . 



From this emerges policy decisions leading to the second and third 

steps of the public relations process. 

It is 1mportant;that the problem'statement describe the' 

suggest planning/programming strategies. .Once the problem is 

conc,isely stated, a situation analysis of the internal and external 

organization itself. In this study of the 'Delaware Small Wonderu 

slogan campaign, the central organization is the Delaware Development 

Office (DDO) and its tourism promotion agency, the Delaware State 

Travel Service (DSTS). I t  is essential to Have an analysis of "the 

perceptions and actions of key actors in the organization,, structure 

and process of organizational units somehow re1 ated to the problem, 

and'history -of the organization's involvementVCutlip, Center and 

Broom, 1985, p. 205). This is achieved through what Cutlip, Center 

and Broom call an ' auditu of the organlzation/s communication 

behavior -- its needs,, policies, practices, and capabilities -- and an 

up-to-date 'almanacu file on the organization's history, performance 

DDWDSTS's organizational history, its social and financial climate, 

and connnunication behavior. 

Once the internal organizat ional inventory is accompl ished, a 

systematic review of the external situational forces begins. This 
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involves researching the history of the situation outside the 

organization, defining the various external publics and identifying 

which publics are to be specific targets. 
.. 

I t  is In the linkage between the organization and its external 

publics that the public information and two-way asymmetric models of 

public relations and the situational theory to identify publics are 

instrumental. (The public ,information and two-way asymmeti~ models 

are illustrated on page 1.7.) These are key ,concepts in an analysis of 

the UDelaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign. The Internal, 

organizational structure of the state agencies (DDO and DSTS) affected 

the public relations process for the campaign as weil as the 

relationship to in-state and out-of-state political and tourist 

interests. These concepts are examined In the applied theory section 

of thls chapter (p. 75). Grunig maintains that the entire-public 

relations process hinges on the nature of an organization's 

relationship to its publ ics. Internal differences in organizational 

types and structural characteristics account for dl f ferences in publ ic 

relations behaviors. These behaviors also are affected by surrounding 

or external situational variables. 

P u b ,  Informatioq Model 

Grunig and Hunt (1984) describe the public information model 

as a one-way communication channel generally aimed at Utelling, not 

IisteningVp. 23). I t  is the most frequently practiced model with 

about 50 percent of today's public relations professionals using it; 



it also is gaining popularity in business applications (p. 26). 

Organizations utilizing the public information model in their public 

relations are dedicated to telling the complete story of the 
. 

organization or product for the- purposes of disseminating information. 

Little research is done in preparing informational materials for 
-0 

largely untargeted publics. The model predicts that the resulting 

public relations behavior will take the form of an active press- 

relations program aimed at: 

offering news to the media ab0u.t their organization. 
They also produce many informational pamphlets, magazines, 
consumer guidebooks, fact sheets, f 1 lm, and videotapes -- 
all designed to inform publics about the organization (p.26). 

Objective reporting of the facts about the organization rather than 

prmotional persuasion is the primary intent of the information- 

gather ing process. i. 

Two-Wav Asvmme tr i c Mode 1 

The two-way asymmetric model is used by approximately 20 

percent of organizations practicing public'relations today. Messages 

to publ ics are careful ly planned and feedback is sol ici ted in order to 

achieve maximum change in publ 1 c at t i tudes and behaviors; the purpose 

is scientific persuasion. I t  is a model utilized by competitive 

businesses and, In a more 1.1 ted way, by government or non-prof i t 

agenc i es. 

Grunis's Situational Theorv & Identifv Publics 

After the organizational side of the problem situation ,is 

L 



understood, a systematic definition and study of external publics 

should take place. Who. is currently involved or affected and how? 

Cutlip, Center.and Broom.(1984, p. 207) stress the importance o f '  
. . -  

researching the publ'ics before planning program strategies to assign 

priorities, to examine information needs and uses and to .evaluate 

message del ivery. 

Grunig's situational theory to identify publics is a 

situation-specific theory highly useful in understanding the 

cormmrnicatlon behavlor of publics. It is only after the sltuati.on has 

been analyzed completely that realistic organizational program goals * 

i nvo.lving priori t les and effect lve messages for pub1 lcs can be 

dev i sed. 

The organization practicing publlc relations and its publics 

are interdependent systems. As described by Cutlip, Center and Broom 

and by Grunig and Hunt, the internal organization of the agent 

employing public relations determines which behavior model is used. 

Grunig's sltuation-specific approach shows h m  external publics can 

constrain or stimulate the organization providing direction to this 

behavior even to the point of prampting particular public relations 

actlvlties (Pavlik and Salmon, 1984,,p. 46). 

.Grun i g i dent i f 1 es three major 1 ndependen t var 1 abl es which can 

separate people who are part of publics from those who do not belong 

to a public. These are problem recosnitioq, constraint recoanition 

and level pf bnvolvement. Grunig also describes two dependent 
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variables -- information seeklw and ~formation.~rocesginq. Grunig 
theorizes that it is the pub1 lcs' percept ions of how they are af fected 

by situations which determine conenunication behavior to be either 
. .  . L 

act i ve or pass4 ve . 

Information seeking members of pub1 ics actively try to " ' j 

understand the information they receive and use it to plan their 

behavkor. Passive communication~behavlor is a result of inactive 

information processing by members of publics. The members of a public 

exert more effort to understand information they seek than information 

they process, and' this .infomation seeking increases the likelihood of 

their becoming an active public. , A  public whose members merely 

process information often remain latent publics. At best it becomes 

an aware publ.ic, but seldom an active one. 

. -. 

Returning. to Grunig's first independent variable, problem 

recoanltion is present when people stop to think or communicate about 

an issud because they detect problem: 

The basic. idea behind the concept Is that people do 
not stop to think about a situation unless they perceive 
that shething needs to be done to improve the situation ... 
Thus, measuring whether people. who you think might be 
members of a pub1 ic detect an organizat 1 onal consequence 
is asreliable way of determining whether they will 
communicate about that conseque.nce with the organization 
.and whether they wi 1 l be members of a pub1 ic (Grunig and 
Hunt, 1984, p. 149). 

Problem recognition causes people to seek the information they need 

and to plan a behavior to address the problem. 

f 

Constraint recoanition is the exten't to-which people perceive 



that there are obstacles in a situation limiting their freedom to plan 

their own behavior. A high ievel of constraint in a situation f 

translates into the sense of having little choice in solving the 
. .  . 

problem perceived. This lessens the likelihood of active 

communication or information seeking. 

Level qf involvement, the third variable in Grunig's 

situational theory, reflects the extent to which people identify with 

a situation and determines whether the communication behavior will be 

active or passive. It follows that an involved public, made up of 

individuals with low constraint recognition and high problem 

recognition will be the most active public. This combination 

increases information seeking and affects the public relations 

behavior of the Information-disseminating organization. 

Informal a d  Formal Methods for Def ininq Pub1 ic Relations Problems 

Fol lowing the situation analysis, Cut 1 ip, Center and ~room/s 

model for def ining the first step in the publ ic r'elat ion process 

conc 1 udes with informal (exp 1 oratory) and f orma 1 research methods. 

The first informal technique is personal contactg with targeted 

publlcs through participation In trade shows, community and 

Professional meetings. In-depth interviews w i t h : m  infomants, from 

knowledgeable professionals to the man on the street, is another 

informal means. A third is the establishment of ddvisorv canmittees 

9C boar*. Nonprof i t organ i zat ions in part 1 cu 1 ar of ten use advisory 

boards to enrich their publ lc relations function with the expertise 



and services of professionals in the community. Mai analvsia and 

jele~hone inauiriea reveal areas of favor, disfavor and lack of 

information. Media content analysis such as press clippings and 

broadcast report monitors help measure message placement effectiveness 

but not readership or impact. 

. . 
Formal methods of research include secondary analvs~g or the 

reuse of -data gathered by others and gurvevs such as mailed 

questionnaires and telephone interviews. The advantages of these 

research forms in savings in time and money are substantial; the trade 

offs are lack of flexibility and control in terms of who responds and 

of biased results.: 

APPLIED THEORY: VIELAWAR& SMALL WONDER" SLOGAN CAMPAIW 

"Research initiates, monitors, and concludes the. problem- 

solving processu (Cutlip, Center and Broom, 1985, p. 218). This 

prominent public relations maxim of the 1980s was ".ot the guidlng 

light for the development of the 'Delaware .Small Wonder"s1ogan 

campaign and for the proponents, allies, opponents and neutrals i t  

generated. From its genesis In 1982 the Delaware campaign had a life 

and character all its own. I t  sprang from an interaction between 

-public and private, corporate and nonprofit, family and c m u n i t y  

sectors -- an interaction defined by a small size and a manageable 
sense of p 1 ace. 

The process theory of Cutlip, Center and Broom tel Is us that 

the problem defining step begins with research and fact-finding. 
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urnat is.happening now?" According to an account executive at Lyons, 

Inc., research and fact-finding for the 'Delaware Small WonderVIogan 

campaign was done "on horseback.' This was confirmed by a top 
,, , . . _ . -. .- - - - - - - .  - . . . . .  _ _  ._ _ .  .. 

official in the Delaware Deve.lopment Office (DDO) who stated bluntly, 

"There was none. There was only one way to go, and that was up! It 

was 100 percent seat of the pants.' This reference confirms the low 

statushistorically assigned to tourism by Delaware residents i.n 

general as we1 1 as the legislature. With a budget a1 location for 

tourism development that was second lbwest in-the country in the early 

19803, the DDO be1 ieved that the facts were obvious and the major 

causes of the problem located -- funding. The General Assembly needed 

only to be made aware of having created in October, 1961, an office to 

promote the state and of having thereby generated a financial 

obl igation to make it viable. The Delaware Devel opment bf f ice was new 

in town with a new mission'. There were few precedents. 

The single-minded confidence of the DDO and Delaware State 

Travel Service (DSTSI leadership that in depth research was 

unnecessary altered the campaign schedule from a theoretical 

standpoint. The campaign process moved directly to the problem 

statement phase. The svstematic fact-find inq, the .probi nq and, most 

importantly, the listeninq, recommended by. Cutlip, Center and Broom as 

a beneficial connection between the organization and the expertise, 

attitudes and behaviors of its publics were somewhat short-circuited. 

The idea for the campaign was strong; that it was placed on the end of 

a stick and a1 lowed to lead the charge was evident in many aspects of 

. .. - - 



the early stages. Before examining how this affected the problem 

statement phase, i t  1s .important to look at the financial and social 

cl imate surrounding the early events of' the campaign. 
. - . . - - . . - - - . . . - . - . . . - , . . - . . . . .- - . -  . . . . -  

Campaim Back~~ound Causeq: FlnanciaL a Social Climate 
Financially and socially, there are both advantages and 

disadvantages to Delaware's small size. An attorney general for 

Delaware said, "The chief advantage is that you can get all the major 

players together in one room and interact with them in one day." To 
. ,. 

this can be added that the players quite often are a tight group of 

I friends and relatlves --an example of the interwoven social structure 

of old Delaware famil ies at work. 

Financial Cl imate 

While ordinary people may not know where Delaware is, the 

bankers and lawyers of the business world, national and international, 

know the state extremely we1 I. A major purpose of the campaign was to 

advertise the business advantages for incorporating in Delaware. 

Delaware possesses 1/1000 of the area of the .United States and 1/400 

of its population.. Flfty-two percent of the Fortune 500 companies are 
\ 

registered and incorporated in the state plus 42 percent of all 

companies traded on the New York stock exchange and 40 percent of 

those traded on the American stock exchange. Clearly, .it is not 

Delaware's mild weather -- although from the standpoint of selling 
employees on corporate relocation the climate is a definite uplusu -- 



but rather the state's concrete financial benefits which'capture the 

attention of top industrial and financial institutions. 

.. Other features relating to trade include the-fact-that- i-n--the. . .- 

last four years -- which spans the life of the "Delaware Small Wonder" 
slogan campaign -- five of the ten largest banks or, stated another 
way, 16 of America's 25 largest banks came to Delaware to incorporate. 

Chase Manhattan and Citicorp, for example, both recently incorporated 

in Delaware. This infl-ux in banking has generated.$125 million per 

year in corporate tax revenue for the. state at a cost of only 10 cents 

on. the dollar. Four thousand new jobs were created due to the new 

banks and new buildings. 

Hol-ding companies, a legal way to avoid paying state taxes in 

the U. S., are another famous feat-ure of Delaware's financial 

operation. Delaware's trust laws also are unique in that personal or 

, corporate trusts estaslished in the state do not require registration. 

Delaware's "attachmentn law, except in the case of alimony, does not 

perm'it legal attachment or freezing of private or corporate funds due 

'to court cases pending in other states. 

"Delaware is the Switzerland of the United States; the money 

placed in De-laware banks is as good as gold ... The moversand shakers 
of the financial world come to Delaware, and they do s o  because 

Delaware is a ma1 I state with a high degree of financial cloutu (a 

Delaware lieutenant governor). On. the, local bank level, for example, 
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the Wilmington Trust Company is the 160th largest bank in the U. S.,' 

. . . - . . -. - 
- From--a-real-- estate--point--of' view Delaware a1 so-i-s-considered-a-- - . . 

Wil'mington as its Geneva. It is a small geographic area possessing 

attractive provincial qualities and low property values relative to 

other Mid-Atlantic urban are,as. Any point in the state selected for 

business or residential relocation is in close proximity to "open 

space," a valuable realty commodity. A partner in a-major Wilmlngton 

real estate agency reported that March, 1986, was the best month in 

real estate sales in the 25-year history of the company, that "with 

interest rates in the single digits now, the dam is wide open, but 

even when interest rates were 16 percent, Delaware's real estate 

incorporation in Delaware augmented the promotion of industrial and 

economic development. As a new theme that heightened the fact that 

Delaware is a unique 'place geographically, politically, financially 

' . and socially, the "Delaware Small Wonderu slogan met with relatively 

little resistance as an overall banner for the economic and tourist 

development efforts for the state. Selling Delaware as a financial 

'ma1 l wonderY was part of the Delaware campaign objective. It was a 

less obvious but equa.lly important part of the state's mission in 

promoting itself through a new state slogan. 

. . 



SocfnlGLbQdX 

In October,. 1981, the governor of Delaware appointed his 

cousin as director of the newly formed Delaware Development Office. 
. . - . , 

He was moved from a position as secretary for the Office of Community 

~ffairs in Economic Development and Tourism which he had held since 

November, 1980. This was not a gesture of political nepotism but a 

pragmatic selection of an highly competent financial administrator. 

This is an important example of the effect of Delaware's smallness on 

are strong which, in Grunig's terms, affect the internal and external 

situational structure and ultimately an organization's corrrmunication 

behavior. Due to Delaware's size, the leadership pool or uambassador 

group, as a chamber of c-erce head apt 1 y de6cr ibed i t , is m a 1  1 . 

are characterized by leadership roles which are shared and exchanged 

public and private agencies involved In the slogan campaign. 
I 

The "Delaware Small WonderU slogan campaign was never intended 

called "aut~ocratic,~oup from the DDO., DSTS and Lyons, Inc., 

managed. the campaign from start to finish.  he- theoretical 

disadvantage to this is the campaign's susceptibility to elitist 

conservat i ve; declsi ons and approva 1 for changes at the state l eveel 

- ,  . - - ... -. . . .--. - 



are hard-earned, and the successful proposals usually emanate from the 
L 

top down. The public relations behavior of the DDO and DSTS reflected 

this characteristic. 

...... . . . . . .  . . . . . . . - . .  .. .. . . .  _ . .... . . . .  _ _ . .  - - 

There was great advantage in Delaware's Interlocking 
I 

leadership: the slogan campaign tremendously benefited from the 

efficiency and flexibility of havlng a small group of people in 

charge.. It escaped the heavy-handedness of "committee art."The 

emphasis was on economic development and finding a theme. It was easy 

to expedite its dev'elopment as an opp,ortunlstic and quickly-paced 

public relations process, and It was fun. 

The governor gave us free rein, confidence and support 
plus that of the General Assembly .... I t  was a unique 
opportunity with the governor's support to run an office 
with a good staff and support from the outside. I t  was 
the right chemistry and the right people.(Delaware 
Development Office director). 

Problem Statement 

The probl'em statement phase of the "Delaware Smal l Wonder" 

slogan campaign, like the research and fact-finding, was a condensed, 

quickly administered step. The what, where, m, &, and IJ4Y 

questions of Cutlip, Center and Broom were considered only 

peripherally In passing directly to a definitive statement of the 

problem situation. There was general agreement among all interviewees 

that Delaware ,lacked a sense of identity. Whether this was viewed as 

an in-state or out-of-state awareness problem depended on who was 

talking. Those representlng the state governmental agencies placed 

in-state political recognitlon of the campaign at the top of the list 



as.a bright star mission of the new Delaware Development Office. 

Alt.hough the DDO recognized the sizeable annual contributions tourism 

made to state and local coffers, its emphasis was primarily on 

economi c deve I opmen t ; -and th i s-was- for Just i f i ab e - reasons;.-..--- - -- --- 

.In 1980 Delaware elected a governor experlenced in public 

relations stategy, sophisticated media use and, promotional activities. 

The governor- applied this expertise to repairing the state's then 

serious fina'ncial sltuation and anti-buslness reputation, a legacy of 
/ 

Delaware's earlier environmental and preservation legislation. The 

governor's intense Interest in public relations practice helped to 
;i 

identify the "~e'laware Small Wonder' slogan campaign as a political, 

upbeat notion symbolizing the state's emergence from its e.conomic 

problems. "'Delaware Smal l Wonder' was shorthand for a new emphasis 

on good growtha (DDO director). Part of the DDO's problem statement 

was a need to market itself to the political constituents as part of 

an overal I strategy, to establish its state-wide, political 

credibi'l i ty. 

C 

Predictably, .the more tourist-oriented definitions of the 

problem situation emanated from the organizational 1eade.r~ - 

represeriting tourism interests in the st.ate. Delaware destinat-ions or 

attractions -- museums, historical sites, etc. -- as wel,, as the 
organizations facilitating tourist visitation to the state, such as 

chambers of commerce and visitors' bureaus, defined the problem. 

sltuation as lack- of state identity in relation to the outside world. 

There was a need for a Mid-Atlantic approach to marketing the state in 
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cry;.. i order to establish a unique Identity for Delaware with other regional 

tourlst promotions such as George Washington Country to the south and 

the Brandywine Valley to..the north. 

1 T,..:;, 
<!?? '..i. ':.>:<. A unlfylng theme was needed that would complement and tie 
!;.; ..' 
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together older', die-hard tag lines and sl'ogans for Delaware. Most. 
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entrepreneurs involved in the tour ism market were in agreement about 
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1 8:. :'; : :  
De1,aware's unique charm and unusual features. There was a need to 

! 7:;i,.,: " /  ( , . .  

reveal the state's unknown secrets to thousands of people traveling 

on I 95 who knew Delaware only by its oil refineries, chemical plants, 

swamps, warehouses and factories. 

Thus, the "llelaware Small Wondern slogan on the whole seemed 

to be a congenial theme general enough to encompass tourism promotion 

. as well as economic development, the dual roles of the Delaware 

Development Office. Delaware's social conservatism, and shared-circle 

leadership patterns affected the character of the campaign as a public 

relations process. The political, soclal, and publlc relations savvy 

of the governor provided the necessary top-down stamp of approval for 

I:;: . - 
the campaign': This removed the probl em def i ni t ion (research/f act 

k,. .. . i "> .  .. . . , . , . ...., 8::: : 
-CI p . ,, finding) step f r ~  the domain of the general public. The specific 
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effect this had on the Delaware campaign is examined below in the 
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Most of the crucial Internal aspects of the situation -- the 
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October, 1981, and that the development and product ion of a state 
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audi t"or "almanacn f i 1 e recommended by Cut.Jip, Center and Broam was 
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, generated seat-of -the-pants sty 1 e as the organizations tumbled. a1 ong 
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The Delaware State Travel Service, as the tourism arm of the 
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mount a one-way cmunication channel for messages to its pub1 ics 

through an act 1 ve press re1 at i ons program and advertising schedule. 
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The DSTS model dlffered from the theoretical pub1 ic 
. - .- - - . , . - . - . - . . . - .. - . . - . - . . - 

information model In that its.publics were well-deflned and targeted 

at the outset rather than untargeted: As evldent in the. problem 

statement process for the campaign, the same duality exists between 

and prioritizing publics. The director of the Delaware Development 

Office rank. ordered the pub1 ics in this manner: 

1. General Assembly 
2. Delaware buslness community 
3. Delaware tourism community 
4. Delawareans in general (the body politic) 
5. Out-of-state tourlsts 
6. Out-of-state business interests 
7. Sister states sharing regional objectives 

A local attraction or destination such as a museum or hotel probably 

would reorder this ranking of publics. 

As the slogan campaign matured into its third and fourth 

years, the line between the public information and two-way asymmetric 

wake of the rapid first waves of the campaign, there was-an increasing 

interest in more carefu-l p-lanning and feedback solicitation in order 

to monitor minimal changes in public attitudes and behaviors. In 

important first step in raising the public relations behavior of the 

DSTS to a more sophlst icated, complex 1 eve1 described in Grunig andi' 

Hunt's model. Thus, it is 1nteresting:to note how Grunig's theory 



applies to the Delaware campaign, that the entire public relations 

process for the DSTS shifted when it changed its relationship to its 

publics from one-way to two-way carmmrnication. 
. -. . - -- 

External Si tuat Ion finalvsiq: Gruniu'q Situational m e o w  
& Iden t i fv Pub1 icq 

1 

The " De 1 aware Sma I I wonder s I oganV'campai gn comp l i ed i n part 

with Cutlip, Center and Brow's stipulation that external publics be 

systematically defined and studied to obtain information, evaluate 

message del ivery and establ ish priorities. The DSTS and other 

involved tourism..interests placed far greater emphasis on 

identif'icatlon than on research of publics. This management approach 

had, both advantages and disadvantages; it created staunch all-ies, 

passive neutrals and disaffected opponents particularly in the 

external publics of the campaign. 

The communication behavior of the publics allied to the 

"Delaware Small Wonderu slogan campaign was predictably cooperative. 

Using the variables of Grunig's situational theory, these publics 

exhibited active, informat ion seeking problem recognition. They 

detected an organ izat ional consequence of the DSTS sl ogan campaign 

Project that would benefit state tourism and ultimately their own 

.organization. The allied publics detected a problem of identity for 

Delaware, particularly out of state, and sought information in the 

form of the DSTS promotional p'ackaging of "Del aware Smal I Wonderu with 
', . ,' 

which to plan their own organizational behavior in response to the 

identity problem. 



In GrunigJs t e n s  it was obvious' that constraint recognition 

was low, and problem recognition and level of involvement was high. 

Most of these.publics did not. perceive that the slogan campaign 
. . . . . . . - . . .  - 

presented obstacles limiting their freedom to plan their own 

communication behavior. They were unaware of or were unconcerned by 

their meager involvement in the research/fact-finding and problem 
ir' 

statement stages. They also were given little opportunity for input 
i 

into the thematic development of the slogan. In fact, they were not 

consulted at a1 I. Where other states have held state-wide slogan 

competitions, in Delaware it was "Delaware Small WonderU -- take it or 
leave it. The publics responding the most favorably to the Delaware 

slogan campaign were the 'northern sympathizersu in the General 

Assembly, the Delaware business community and parts of the De1awar.e 

tourism community. 

The passive, neutral or latent public identified by the DSTS 

;: was the Delaware body politic. Varying degrees of information 

processing regarding the 'Delaware Small Wonder9logan campaign 

were evident among these --individuals. Grunig's situational theory to 

identify publics.calls- into question whether Delaware residents 

qualify as a true public. The Delaware residents interviewed 

generally like Delaware the way it is. 'The 'Small WonderJ is nice, 

but it doesn't really matter.' Their behavior was primarily passive. 

They were information-processing observers of the most visible 

products of the campaign, such as highway signage and commercial 

memorabi l ia. The man-on-the-street response varied, f rom absolute1 y no 
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knowledge or only vague awareness of the campaign to pride in a new 

state image. Conscious carmmrnication behavior centering around 

problemand constraint recognl.tion and levels of involvement in 
- .. - . - 

Gruni$s -terms %re :nr%existent. 

Delawareans characteristically function as individuals and not 

as.members of a public. This amorphous group of state residents 

suffers an additional, fractionary up-and-down-state split. A Kent 

County 'head boatu fisherman epitomized the downstate character: 

Lady, it's the fish. In our business down here, the 
only increase in business that you see is when we 
catch more fish.. . You can do anything you want such as 
a state advertising itself, which can.help, but if you 
don't produce, you're not going to have the people 
comi ng . 

There were a anal l number of disaffected external publics 

which were opposed to the uDelaware Small Wonderu slogan campaign, and 

this can be traced to the closed leadership hierarchy (the 

organizational structu~e) of the state agency and the fore-shortened 

research and fact-finding efforts (the communication behavior of the 

organization). The opposition was never openly expressed; instead, 

the campaign was silently tolerated by some members of the Delaware 

tour ism c-uni ty . Several tour 1st dest inat ions and organizations 

felt that the DDO leadership to a large degree and the DSTS staff to a 

lesser degree did not communicate a wil lingness to work together with 

the professionals in the field. The campaign decision-makers were 

perceived to have forged ahead with magazine advertisements and press 
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programs wlthout group consideratl-on of destinations. The tour 
--- 

prmotlon director of a major Delaware attraction said: 

In a small state there needs to be give and take. ItAs . The purpose of a state slogan Is to make 
people fee 1 proud, and t h e  %a 1 1 WonderU theme dimin-ishes 
us. There are an "abundance of treasures here;   el aware Is 
more than a small wonder.... It [the slogan1 is a hook to 
hang a haton that is good for politics. 

The director of another important Wilmington tourism promo 

organization expressed his dissatisfaction with the "Delaware. Smal 

Wonder" slogan even more emphatically: 

I don't k n w  what it means. We are. required to put It 
on all our literature. If you want state matching funds, 
you wil.L use the logo . . . S  logans are very difficult to 
work with. Pol ltical ly, it seems to be a ha'ndy thing to 
do. I don't see that i t  helps us one bit. Delaware Is the 
most important word that we can use. 

Most people don't care how large or mall we are. I can 
see that they probably were searching for somethlng eye 
catching. Slogans, if they don't have some jarring result 
then they are so smooth that they just sail by, and they 

r don't make any impression. I t  sure jars me, because I 
wonder what it means. 

Campaign slogans across the country are the biggest mish- 
mash. None of it has any reason behind it. All we know, is 
what works and doesn't work . . .  People are interested in 
specifics, factual transmission of information -- Where can 
I get a room? -What's there to see 'in Delaware? 

- We have no choice in that [using the slogan], so .we 
accommodate it .  I t  means absolutely nothing. 

Had there been formal research/fact-finding and problem 

statement stages, the Delaware Development Office might have benef 

from constructive criticism offered by these dissenting publics. 

While the "Delaware Small Wondera theme may have increased in-stat 

identity on the.political level, it was felt that i t  did nothing t 

t ion 

1 

i ted 
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improve, and perhaps even confused, an identity for Delaware among 

out-of-state tourist interests. 

mu.. .FOrmaal.. Het hod.s a-, o ininq 61ybliq Eelat-ions--Problems-. - - 

The DSTS employed all of the informal research techniques 

suggested by Cutllp, Center and Broom as available to organizations 

involved in a public relations process but to noticeably varying 

degrees. W and telephone inquiry analvsis and media contenk 
r 

analvsig were the most obvious and least expensive research modes to 

pursue.. The DSTS utilized these techiques on a routine basis for the 

first two years o.f the campaign. By February, 1984, travel 

information inquiries had grown to a proportion that merited a 

&parate admlnistrative sectlon, and Information Services of the DSTS 

was formed. Personal contact2 and hformantg were used to augment 

the research and public relations problem definition efforts. This was 

accomplished on an interpersonal level through the cross-sector 

channels avai.lable to the campaign leadership. The DSTS also 

participated in trade shows and'professional meetinns as well as 

conducted 'famu or famiiiarizatioq tours of the state for out-of-state 

tour operators as part of its public relations process. 

Tour i sm Adv i sorv Board 
\ 

A major informal research means suggested by Cutlip, Center 
3 

and Broom and put into practice by the DSTS was the use of an advisory 

board. The first Tourism Advisory Boardwas appointed by the governor 

in ~anuary , 1982, para l l e l i ng the commencement of the DSTS search for 



blds from area advertising agencies for a slogan campaign theme. It 

was a seven-member board comprised of entrepreneurs f r m  different 

segments of the business cannnuni ty tled to the tourism market. The- 

the chamber of comherce system, the museum network, and an academic 

travel and tourism program. 

Cutlip, Center and Broom (1985) state that the function of an 

.advisory board is to: 

help win the understanding, interest, and support of the 
influentials selected as members... There is a price, 
however, in using such committees. Their advice must be 
given earnest consideration, or this method will backfire. 
No one likes to serve as a show-window mannequin. Members 
quickly sense when they are being "used.u Appoint such a 
committee or board only when the major motivation is to 
solicit input and guidance on a regular basis." (pp. 211-212) 

When the "Delaware .%all Wonder"s1ogan campaign was selected, the 

DSTS presented the Tourism Advisory Board with a problem statement and 

a finished product to review. As with its other publlcs, the DSTS did 

not offer the Board a selection of themes. The selection process was 

done ahead of time by. the DDO, DSTS and Lyons, Inc., professionals. 

The board members, however, must have felt comfortable (low constraint 

recognition of Grunig) wlth the procedure. They unanimously accepted 

the new theme, as one of the members said: 

probably because we were ready for a change. And I 
believe it was something that brought everybody together 
and also something that heightened the fact that 
Delaware was kind of a unique place ... the Small Wonder, 
we'll call it. 

Cutlip, Center and Broom suggested two formal methods of 



research -- secondary analysis and surveys. For economic reasons only 

the first was available to the DSTS in the Economic J m a c t  d 

Travel m Delaware Counties pub1 ished by the U. S. Travel Data Center 
_. _ .. . . ._ . _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ -. --. -- .. ... - . - - .-.- . . .- 

in Washington, D., C. ' m e  expense of malled or telephone surveys were 

not justifiable in the meager budget of the campaign's early years. 

Only by its third year, 1985, could the DSTS begin to consider limited 

studies of information inquiry to visitation conversions. 

3!,muu 

Grunig's situational theory to identify publics augmknts the 

instrurnental.ity of his publlc information and two-way asymmetric 

models and Cutlip, Center and Broom's problem definition process. 

Vi.ewed through the lens of these theoretical propositions, the 

"Delaware Small Wonder"S1ogan campaign begins to blossom into a 

socially and politically complex, multi-faceted public relations 

program. 

At the basis of the campaign is a social environment 

characteristic of a anal i state -- old, we1 1-established family 
politics. Corporate and community leaders are interactive between 

organizations much like the Medieval English "cycle" plays -- 
re1 igious dramas in which- a small, select group of actors ful f i l led 

the exigencies of large casts by assuming multiple roles. .Under the 

guidance of a governor experienced in up-to-date public relations 

practice, the Delaware campaign's objective was energetic economic 

development and tourism promotion. In fact, the funds were legislated 
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in this double allocation. Inherent In this dual objective was .the 

conf'l ict of trying to serve two masters: tourism, the more visible -- 

and economic growth, .the more subtle, less visible. This created an 

--area- of ,-con$-1 i-ct between the .Delaware. Devel-opment --0f'f ice. and -several- - - . . -  - - .  - -  - -  

of its pub1 ics in the in-state tourism community. 

Grunig's situational theory to identify publics provides 

insight into this campaign issue. The tourist interests least 

enthusiastic about the slogan campaign were those which felt ignored 

by the research/fact finding, probing, and listening stage recommended 

by Cutlip, Center and Broom's first step of the public relations 

process. Aside from the establishment of a Tourism Advisory Board, 

the state agency made 1 ittle attempt to consult its identified pub1 ics 

during the problem definition stage. This self-possessed position 

cost the campaign a degree of credibility with the in-state tourism 

industry . 

At the outset, the Delaware campaign adhered closely to the 

provisos of Grunlg and Hunt's public information model in its one-way 

press-relations and advertising programs. Within this public 

information construct, limited research and fact-finding procedures 

are typical of organizations mounting public relations campaigns, 

particularly In nonprofit or government sectors. In this regard, the 

Delaware campaign was entirely characteristic. Once the campaign was 

established, however, the state's public relations behavior shifted 

toward Grunig and Hunt's more sophisticated, two-way asymetrlc model. 

The Delaware Development Office and Delaware State Travel Service 



began to seek informal feedback in the form of inquiry/visitation 

corrolations. Feedback in this form became economical ly desirable for 

cbmpe t i t i ve purposes. 
" 

___I_ .. _ . _- ._ _ _ _ _  _ _ ._ _ . .  _ _  _ .. _ .  . . .. _ ._.. -..-_ _ .. . . . . . 

By 1985, tourism had become a national concern as a major 

means for boosting state-level economies. By beginning its push in 

1981 with the introduction of the Velaware Small Wonder"s1ogan 

campaign, Delaware demonstrated political and economic far-sightedness. 

The state anticipated the trend and entered the compe'tition early for 

tourism dollars. Delaware's contribution, which distinguished. its 

campaign from the proliferation of state sloganism which followed, was 

its linkage of economic with tourist promotion. Although this 

combination was not universally welcomed among the identified publics 

for the Delaware campaign, it was an astute, albeit "high-handed;" 

political-and economic public relations program for the state's 

financial we1 I-being. 



THE PROCESS': PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING - THE SECOND STEP 

Planning is the only rational way to establish priorities in 
using always too little money and too few personnel. Unless 
there is a plan, the public relations staff will be tugged 
this way and that by competing internal demands (Cutlip, 
Center and Broom, 1985, p. 231). 

The quality of the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign as 

a public relations process continues to develop through an analysis of. 

:its planning and programming step. 

This chapter examines the major theoretical propositions 

of the planning and programming process of Cutlip, Center and Broom 

and its application to the Delaware campaign. 

THEORETICAL PROPOSITIONS 

In the planning and programming step, the organization must 
/ 

define its program goals and objectives and commit to using pub1 ic 

relations to achieve them. Basic strategic decisions are made and 

plans of action devised. Sound planning is critical to the 

effectiveness of the taking action and communicating step that will be 

discussed in chapter seven. 



The central decisions made in defining the major objectives of 

a campaign constitute the public relations strat.egy. (Less important 

decisions,.-of ten-made -on-the-spot , ace the tact-1-cs.-by----wh-ich -the---- . ... . 

strategy is implemented.) Having a plan greatly increases chances of 

a successful outcome. Rice and Paisley suggest a five-part guideline 

towards achieving this end: 

1. Assessment of the needs, goals, and capabilities of 
target audiences 

2. Systematic campaign planning and production 
3. Continuous evaluation 
4. Complementary roles of mass media and interpersonal 

comunication 
5. Selection of appropriate media for target audiences 

(in Cutlip, Center and Broom, 1985, p. 232) 

Cut-l ip, Center and Broom (1985) state that "trategy in public 

relations-calls for long-term planning and programmingu (p. 233); 

They offer an intu.itive and simplistic procedure for stra,tegic 

planning which .is included here as good advice for novices in public 

relations programming as were the 'Delaware Small Wondera slogan 

campa-ign administrators. Some review of the pub1 ic relations process 

at the grade school level might have spared the Delaware campaign some 

of the growing pains discussed later in this chapter in the applied 

theory section: 

A gearchinq backward: There is no organization, no 
problem, no opportunity without a history. Learning that 
history is the first step .... Can public relations help? 
What has happened that has caused pub1 ic relations to be 
involved in a new or different way? 

A wide look around: Where there has been no continuing 
monitoring of public opinion toward the organization, that 
is the next step .... Is there a breakdown in understanding 



between the organization and any of its constituent publics? 
Is there a resentment simmering anywhere? 

A deep look Inside: Every organization has a character - 
and a personality.' Both tend to be a ref-lection of those 
who controj.-, the .organ 1z.at.i on. . . . _ Character... can--be. di.scovered -- - ...... - -- 
by examination of the policies set down, and by whether 
day-to-day act ions square wi th the words. Personal i ty is 
evident in the "styleu of administration -- centralized 
authority or generous de 1 egat ion, openness and candor or 
secretiveness and suspicion. 

A lona. ahead: Is the mission of the organ- 
ization realistically obtainable? Can public relations 
planning and programming fit in? Can they make a practical 
contribution? Will this organ,ization be around in .ten 
years? 

Strat- Thinking 

Strategic thinking must consider alternatives, risks-benefit3 

and conseauenceg -- crucial aspects of the strategic analysis stage of 
planning and programmihg. In determining planning and programming 

objectiveg it is not unusual for a single overriding consideration to 

generate a planning emphasis on immediate cammunication returns. An 

emphasis on fast results could overlook important organizational 

considerations. 

PtoPosal- 

The proposal stage of the planning and programming step 

develops the plan of action that includes creative talent selectioq, 

wit lng a sell inq !& proaram, media select ion, and budueting. 

Indoctrination and timinq also are key elements. Indoctrination is 

the critical process of lnforming organizational colleagues and 
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audience. Pqetesting is a relatively inexpensive but valuable 

technique in perfecting the planning and programming step of the 

public relations process. 
-- - --. . -- ... ---..---.- -- -. -- . ..- . . . - - -  . . . . . . . . -. . .. -- - . - - - - - . . 

APPLIED THEORY : " DELAWARE SMALL WONDERu SLOGAN CAMPAI N., 

When the Delaware campaign entered the'planning and 

programming step of Cutlip, Center and Broom's public relations 

process, it was "on a roll," nothing could have held it back. The 

excitement level was high, and a1 1 the major personal i ties i.n the DDO 

and DSTS wanted a hand in the creative process. Lyons, Inc., was 

awarded the advertising contract in January, 1982, and by March the 

first advertisement insertions had been placed. This was fast work. 

~trateay 

Both the DDO and DSTS leadership worked with an executive 

committee at Lyons, Inc., in hammering out the p-lanning and 

programming details of the campaign. The power hierarchy between the 

DDO and DSTS became more evident in this phase. The former wielded 

the authority, and the later had.the responsibility for carrying it 

out. 

Neither the DDO nor DSTS had a professional public relations 

practitioner on its staff, and the campaign up until this point had 

not been managed as an overall cmunications program. The 

professionals at Lyons, Inc., were contracted to focus the campaign on 

a visible theme and to develop a method for publicizing it. Lyons was 
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hired to design the ad campaign, the slogan and logo, all the print 

col laterals (anything printed) and state-wide signage. Even in this 

role, Lyons had no pub.1 ic relations responslbi l ity . Management 

dec i si~on-mak-1-ng.-on-- t-he-.par t of - the state con t-inued. -to-be .-prlmar iLl.y. ... . 

opportunlstic, moderately reactive and largely successful. 

Although Lyons Is an advertising agency by definition, the 

Lyons executive staff experience was drawn from industrial 

corporations. The five-part planning guideline gf a Palslev 
(thesis, p. 79) .  Is an orderly, step-by-step technlque, and the Lyons 

account executives unconsciously followed its maln points. 

Devlslng a state slogan campalgnwas a new experience for 

everyone. Nel ther the state nor the advertising agency's leadership 

had ever been .involved in- developing such a campaign before: 

The interesting part of thls whole thing is that we were 
al l so young and ignorant. Nobody knew what they, were doing. 
We had nothing to lose. We didn't know any better, and 
there was no fear (Lyons advertising copywriter). 

Due to this newness, the state and its advertising agency. did not have 

the classic client/agency relationship in whlch each.,party understood 

and adhered to its own area of responslbillty. Delaware's smallness 

precluded establishing formal'power boundaries as everyone knew one 

another before the campaign. 

This client/agency relationship had certain disadvantages. 

From the creatlve standpoint, it made the writinq andselling of the 

program to the state a diff'lcult job. Fifteen people were involved in 

the creative process where there should have been only one or two. 



Declslons were made by one group only to be unmade by another. The 

zealous, "hands on" interest of the state in the creation of the 

slogan theme. and logo invaded the ordlnarl ly Isolated artlstlc 

functions of an advertisl'ng agency. Amore classic relationship would 
, _  _, . _ - - ...-. -..- - - - .  . . --. . , . . -, . . . . .. . , - -- - - - -. - - - - . . - . - 

have placed the state In the detached posl tlon of overlooklng the 

project, making certain that there was nothing politically wrong and 

that the budget was met. - 

Being left: out of "he fun' was not acceptable to the dynamic 

and energetic DDO and DSTS players. Consequently, the Delaware 

campalgn is characterized not only in planning and progrmlng but 

also- throughout the entire publlc relations process by a high level of 

personallzed state involvement. In a state as small as Delaware, this 

interrelationship of public and prlvate was an inevitability turned 

asset by the DDO and DSTS In navigating the course of- the campaign. 

Strateui~ Thinkinq 

The tourism objective for the Delaware campaign was to 

Increase target audiences' awareness of Delaware as a visitor 

destlnatlon, particularly for overnight travel. This was articulated 

clearly at,the outset in the advertising layouts and copy rationale 

which Lyons, Inc., presented to the state. The followlng plans were 

drawn from this document. 

The primary target audience was deslgnated\as adults, without 

children, who lived within 350 miles of the state. The marketing 

purpose of the tourism advertising was to help increase state revenue 
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by encouraging spending in Delaware hotels, restaurants, retail 

out lets, museums, and entertainment est,abl ishments by out-of-state 

residents. It was ,projected that this would have a secondary or 
_ . _ _ _  _ - . . I - - - - - , -  _ .  _ _ . _ _  - . - -  - 

"rippleu effect of sti.mlating additional investment in tourism- 

related facilities. blternative p l a ~  were considered only briefly, 

and the giskq-benefitg and canseauenceg, not at all, as they were 

difficult to ascertain. When in doubt, the DDWDSTS/Lyons planning 

group assumed the best-case scenerio for the campaign. In this case, 

they assumed the positive benefits. and consequences far outweighed the 

limited risks. 

The principle campaign message stated in Lyons' advertising 

rationale focuses on a sense of place, a unique identity for Delaware: 

Delaware's small size belies its large number of quiet 
tourist attractions for adults ... an ideal place to get 
away from it all without having to travel too far or spend 
too much money. 

Implicit in-this message is a self-definition, "a reflection 

of those who control the organizationu (Cutlip, Center and Broom, 

1985, p. 233). Grunig's theory that organizati.ona1 structure. 

characterizes c m u n i c a t  ion behavior is evident 'i n the nature of the 

message selected by the DDO and DSTS as representative of a state 

identity. A Lyons staff member said: 

We were also concerned about tourism bringing too many 
people .... They [the state leadership] wanted it but 
they didn't want too much. They tended to go more for 
the types of magazines that they read. lConsidering the 
type of people they wanted to attract were more people 
l i ke themse l ves, i t was probab l y as good a way as any. 



I am not sure what kind of results they wanted to have. 
I f  they targeted it differently they would have had no 
control. It was a very %asp"campaign, and that is 
where they were going. 

. . - -  - - . . -. . . .- , . . . . - . - . .. 

This is a fair assessment of the DDO and DSTS' overall tourism 

c.mpaign mission -- to bring into the state the well-to-do singles, 
married (without children) and retired sectors of the travel market. 

To appeal to the camper and mobi le home sector would not have the 

desired social and economic impact on the state. From Grunig's 

perspective, the state's conservative c m u n ' i  cat ion behavior is 

predictable given its internal organizational make-up and the external 

political and social environment from which the organization is 

der i ved. 

Praoosa I St aae 

The proposal stage of the Delaware campaign collapsed the 

strategy and tactics and strategic thinking phases of Cutlip, Center 
I 

and Broom. The wri ti nq ~JCJ sel 1 ing of the procrarrl took place at 

Lyons, Inc. While Lyons account executives met with the DDO and DSTS 

representatives to devise rationales and objectives for a tourism 

accompanying theme. The person credited with coming up with the 

"Delaware Small Wonder" slogan described the thought process in this 

manner: 

They wanted a new logo to use on state promotions. We had 
four days. So we talked about what was memorable. We had 
to latch onto something that people remember and that was 
size, and we had this very small amount of time. 

. . . ,  .. . . .~ ~ ~ - ~ - . - . .  . .  . ~ 

. . 



I looked at Delaware as somebody who had been out of town 
for a long time, and said, "Why would anybody want to visit 
here?" came up with a list of reasons, Then narrowed it 
down to speclfic things. There's not a lot. The first 
thing that was ever on the National Register in Delaware 
was the state's first commercial chicken house. 

. -. 

'I' took' i'f home"and-.$s 1 ay i ng di f f eren t words for sl ze, 
different words for OK, and I heard a voice in my head, 
'Delaware Small Wonder.' 

Therewere about ten other varlatlons of that, and some 
were good, but that was it (Lyons, Inc., copywriter). 

- The DUO and DSTS approved the "De l aware Smal l Wonder"s1 ogan 
t 

in I ate February, 1982, and the design of the 'perfect -logou began. 

The Lyons 16-person art department was responsi b l e for t h is task. 

Because of the limited budget, the staff was instructed by the Lyons 

art director to work on the campaign logo in between their other ' 

"payingYobs. Although $75,00O'was being spent on advertising, it 

was 'the impression of the Lyons sub-execut ive staff that the job for 

the state was being done for free. 

The logo selection process took several weeks; the DDO and 

DSTS examined over 50 designs. Lyons was noted for Its talenteq 

creative staff, and a1 1 the logo designs submitted were well-planned 

solutions, but none quite fitted the state's exact concept of the 

theme. Finally, as the production deadline was reached, a logo was 

selected. A member of the Lyons artistic staff remembered the day: 

They were upstairs the whole time, and' they still didn't 
like anything. He Can account executive] came down and 
said, 'Look, I hate to do this to you, but you have got 
to try and give me something. These people are up there; 
they'-re upset. They st1 I I don't I ike anything," said, 
"How much time do I have?" and he said, "Can you do 
something,right n w ? " S o  that's the greatest part about 
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the story .... I came up with that logo in about a half 
hour, and he brought it up there, and they liked it! 

The artist made a conscious design connection between the graphics 

,selected-for the logo and the communication message it conveyed: 
. -. . . 

They wantedsomething that reflected the personality of 
Delaware- which is really an impossible. task. They wanted 
something that was.historical, because Delaware is very 
historical. They wanted something clean and conservative 
that people could relate to, something real contemporary. 
The historical part of it is what I really went for, the 
type face and everything has sort of a hisforlcal look. 

The actual state stuck in the "DPU of course, that 
developed from "Small Wonder." The fact that it would f i t  
in there and you could see it, and realize what it was, 
that's really where it started. I wanted to figure out 
a way to say "Small Wonderu and still keep the same shape 
in the logo somehow. 

The "Delaware Small Wonder-heme became a rhetorical, persuasive 

canmunication device. The slogan created an unbrella Identity for 

Delaware under which both touri,m and industrial interests. could be 

developed, and the logo condensed the conservative communication 

message into an upbeat graphic form. 

With the slogan and logo as a unified concept, the planning 

and programming moved on to media selection and budsetinq issues. 

Lyons presented analyses of the best times to advertise in order to 

achieve maximum impact for the state tourist business. The target 

months in.New Castle County were April, May, June, September and 

October. In Kent and Sussex, Aprll, May, September and October were 

selected. 

Advertisements specific to up-and-down-state lnterests and 

attractions were designed accordingly. The final magazine selection 
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and insertion schedule for the spring, summer and fall of 1982 was 

discussed in chapter .four (pp. 38 - 39). Interestingly, the DDO 

insisted on the productlon of 12 advertlsements -- six for 'New Castle 
. .. . and three each for -Kent- and Sussex -- despi te-t-he--recmendat.ion--by 

Lyons that six ads would be sufficient for adequate media r,otation. 

It  was "privately' understood that politics required nearly equal up- ', 
and-down-state representation and that some of the ads might never be 

Through their quick implementation of the advertising program, 

the Delaware'Development Office and the Delaware State Travel Service 

demonstrated their be1 ief that the t i m u  was ri&t to introduce the 

"De-laware Small Wonderu slogan campaign. The DSTS, in a sense, "pre- 

tested-he campaign through a year (1982) of magazine advertisements, 

newsletters, press releases, signage and other local promotions before 

announci ng 1 t off ici all y in the formal press conf erence/open house 

ceremony in April, 1983. The measurable increases in travel 

information inquiries received by the DSTS (up 200 percent in 1982) 

and the favorable economic. impact of tourism s u m a r y  (19831 from the 

U. S. Travel .Data Center also were forms of pre-test/post-test 

confirmation of the slogan theme and campaign decisi.on-making. 

According to Cutlip, Center and Broom, the indoctrination of 

organizational colleagues and external publics should follow the 

policy-level approval of the 'Delaware Small Wonderu campaign. I t  is 

a critical process of informing publics of what is to follow. As 

mentioned in chapter five, the DDO and DSTS's comnunication behavior 

-- . . .. 
~ .. - 
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publics with a finished product. The advantage for the state in this 
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,I:&> r .  
t:,&,.+ behavlor was control and speed; the disadvantage was Isolation from 

For the most part, the Delaware campaign's indoctrination 

phase went as follows: The governor and Tourism Advisory Board were 

shown the completed 'Delaware Small Wonder-logan and logo 

advertising package. A portion of the travel industry was notified 

through the grapevine of the Advisory Board's lnterlocklng network of 

directors. Others in the tourism industry were notified of the slogan 

campalgn through the DSTS's Travel Industrv News monthly newsletter 

which d1d.a good job in previewing and reviewing DSTS activities. 

Each member of the General Assembly was given a copy of the small 
I 

booklet containing reduced versions of the completed advertisements. 

The general public was informed through the print media via occasional 

DSTS press releases, through visual promotions and through osmosis. 

With a big promotional job ahead of them, the DDO and DSTS believed 

they could not afford the listening time required by a "generous 

delegationn decision-making process, (thesis, p. 88). 

In 1982 and 1983, the first two years of the slogan campaign, 

the Delaware State Travel Service managed the entire tourism promotion 

package "in house"including press relations and public fact center 

operations. The number of information requests from individuals and 

inquiries from the media dramatically increased during this per.iod in 

response .to the advertising campaign. It was a mammoth job well 



executed by the DSTS until the inquiry load overwhelmed its.smal1 

staff. The Delaware Development Office logically recognized the need 

to create a separate entity for responsibl I i ty to the general pub1 ic. 
_ _ . _ - -  --. - _-._.._I._ .. _ _  _ ,  . - -  - . - - - . _. _ .  

In so doing, the DDO complied with Cut1 ip, Center and Broom's 

theoretical prescription for a distinct public jnformation center 

function. In February, 1984, the DDO formed the Infbrmation Services 

Office specifically to handle travel information requests. This 

structural change enabled the DSTS to concentrate on the promotion, 

advertising and tourism development aspects of the sl'ogan campaign. 

Summarv 

With the professional assistance of Lyons, Inc., the "Delaware 

Small Wonderu slogan theme and logo were created and the tangible 

tourism campaign was born. Through planning and programing, the 

campaign moved from the gestational problem defining stage into the 

night and day of the real world. The planning purposes for the 

campaign shifted from coping with a problem to taking advantage of a 

creative situation. The remedial needs for offsetting the state's 

financial crisis and anti-business image were shifted into a theme 

which took advantage of the opportunities in creating a unifying 

identity for Delaware. 

In now characteristic style, the DDO and DSTS plunged into the 

planning and programing process without much regard for organiza- 

tional history, public opinion, self-examination or longevity -- 
Cutlip, Center and Broom's four criteria for second-step planning. 



While a series of one-year funding allocations cannot be considered 

long range budgetary planning, the state was successful in developing 

'a campaign The programming for the campaign, and the 
. -. . . . . . . . _. __ . .  _ - -  ..... . - -- . . . . -  .. - . . 

subs'equent act 1 on/comrnun 1 cat 1 on process ( to be dl scussed 1 n chapter 

seven), leapfrogged from fiscal year to fiscal year with minimal 

modifications in the advertising schedule. This framework provided a 

much needed sense of continuity. Through tightly control led, if not 

autocratic, planning and programming, the Delaware Development Office 

and Delaware State Travel Service leadership elevated the "Delaware 

Small Wonderu theme from a vaguely defined state identity problem to a 

well-planned slogan campaign. 

Although "young and ignorant,Vhe Delaware campaign 

leadership and Lyons, Inc., executive, artistic, and copywriters staff 

together fielded a campaign team remarkable in its combined expertiae. 

The recommended progression for planning and programming a public 

relations program was elongated at times and at others, abbreviated, 

yet the "Delaware Small Wonderu slogan campaign flourished. As a 

result, the heavy-handed role of the DDO and DSTS leadership in the 

creation of'the slogan and logo stretched the client/agency 

relationship beyond the normal levels of involvement. In retrospect, 

this can be judged as having been beneficial to the Delaware 

campaign. This close client/agent relationship derived from 

Delaware's smallness and the existence of previously established 

friendships among the participants. The formal positioning necessary 

among strangers was abandoned in favor of "getting the job done,' and 



I the DDO and DSTS personnel hung over the shoulders of the Lyons, Inc., 
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the De l aware campaign's programming and p 1 ann i ng was advantageous 1 y 
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shortened, and the implementation of .the overall campaign was greatly 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE PROCESS: TAKING ACTION AND COMMUNICATING - THE THIRD STEP 

Action and communication make up the main thrust of a 
program -- the part of the public relations iceberg that 
shows above the surface (Cutlip, Center and Broom, 1985, 
p. 259). 

Weaving the "Delaware Small Wonder"story -- from public 
relations theories to personal anecdotes -- will focus on describing 
much of the action 'and its supportive communication used in carrying 

out campaign strategies. The development of the slogan and logo, of 

the tourism magazine advertisements (number of ads, time and place of 

insertions), of highway signs and retail merchandise have been 

exam1 ned. 

This chapter starts wi'th an examination of fundamental 

communication .models and theori,es which Cutlip, Center and Broom 
i 

consider important in the third step of the D.P.A.E. public relations 

process. Those pertinent to the slogan campaign are discussed in the 

second ha1 f of the chapter. 
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with.in'the- framework of Grun-ig'-s pub1 ic-informati'on-~model-i--success~-is~~-- 

correlary to adherence to information transmissioq as the main goal. 

When,the message is embodied in a slogan and logo, Cutlip, Center and 

Broom (1985, p .  283) suggest criteria which must be met; it must be 

memorable, recognizable, appropriate and unique. 

.'ut!ll .$$: ,, 
The effectiveness,of the communication message in action 
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depends on context, timing, repetition and follow UP. Cutlip, Center 

and Broom (1985) provide some simple reminders often overlooked in the 
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specific messages to specif'ic audiences. to achieve specific 
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results (p. 275). 
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One measure of the success of a public-information slogan campaign is 
rg ;;::;;,. 
>^ .: . 
g; I :.i.: its acceptance, its adoption by targeted segments of the public. 

Communicating 

Grunig's situational theory to identlfy publics, explored in 

problem defining step (chapter five), is relevant here. Comunication 

of information, limited as It is in changing attitudes short-range, 

has great potential in promoting action and behavior on the part of an 

audience. The successful impact of a message has as much -to do with 



the favorable predispositions'of the. audience as it does with the 

message content. Grunig's variables of problem and constraint 

recognition and level of involvement affect, first, the way the 
----- -~ - . .~ - - .-. ..-. . ... . - . ., . - .  - -  . -- - - ., 

communication is perceived and, secondly, the nature of the response 

(active or passive). 

Cut 1 ip, Center and Broom (1985) state that the diffusion 

process in a pub1 ic-information campaign requires "influencing the 

knowledge, opinions and actions among sizable and distant groups" 

(p. 269). They outline five stages through which a new idea must go 

in gaining wide acceptance in a social system: 

1. Awarenes2. The person learns of the existence 
of the idea or practice but has little knowledge of it. 

2. Interest. The person develops interest in the idea. 
He or she seeks more information and considers its 
general merits. 

3. Evaluation. The person makes mental application 
of the idea and weighs its merits for his or her own 
situation. He or she.obtains more information and 
decides to try it. 

4. Trials. The person actually applies the idea 
or pract ice -- usual 1 y on a smal 1 sca 1 e. He or she 
is interested in the practice, techniques, and 
conditions for application. 

5. bdo~tioq. I f  the idea proves acceptable, it is 
adopted (p. 269). 

Of the current theories, Elmo Roper's ~oncentri c-ci rc le theorv of 

communication is useful to an analysis of a public information 

slogan campaign. The theory assumes that ideas emanate from the' 
1 



center point of a circle, passing outward through various layers, from I 
"opinion leaders," to the mass media, gradual ly penetrating to the 

whole public. The rate of flow of the cormunication process is 
. . .- .. . - . - - .~ .. .- . . - - . . - -- .-- - . - . .- . . . . -. . . .  - -  . - . . . . -  

subject to many factors, particularly to barriers. 

Barr i erg 

A campaign that is not well-p'lanned can disintegrate at the 

communication stage due to barriers. Even a well-planned public- 

information program must be able to overcome the pressures of many 

potential barriers -- social, political, economic, language or 
vocabulary, age, tace, peer group, and "finally, there is the 

constant roar of competition for people's attention in the noisy I I 
public arenaVCutlip, Center and Broom, 1985, p. 273). 

Information campaigns often fail due to the chronic apathy of 

large groups in the population who admit to having little or no 

interest in public issues; additionally, people selectively perceive 

and interpret infomat ion according to the compatibi 1 i t y  of its 

content. Initial predispositions and attitudes differentially affect 

changes in views or in the behavior of members of the targeted publics 

(Hyman and Sheatsley in Cutlip, Center and Broom, 1985, p.273). 

The transmissi on informat ion emerged as a central objective 

of the "Delaware Smail Wonder"pprgramming and planning step. The 

advertising rationale produced by Lyons, Inc., asked the rhetorical 



question, "Why will people visit Delaware?' Any tourist considering a 

visit to the state would want to know the answer; and it is in taking 

action and communicating that a public-information organization 
. - .  . - - ..-. . . . . . .. , - - -- - . . . . . . . -. . . . . 

transmits the necessary information to the public. 

TakinnAction 

The strategic reason, the one communicated through the 

"Delaware Small Wondervheme, for visiting Delaware has to do with 

context. The slogan and logo are a memorable, recognizable, 

appropriate. and unique embodiment of a way of life. Delaware has a 

quiet, uncrowded rural atmosphere which balances the new with the old. 

Even the highway sign carries this double message: uWelcome to Delawar 

Small Wonder.. . The First State."The -modern and the historical, the 
liberal left and the conservative right, new ideas and well-respected 

biases -- coexist in Delaware. Delaware's location is close to 

Washington and New York. It  has no sales tax and, relative to other 

Mid-Atlantic states, is relatively inexpensive, from the standpoint of 

consumer .goods and real estate. Delaware is a good p,lace to stop on 

the way to Philadelphia, Baltimore or Washington and serves as a good 

base for &rips to other areas. The climate is generally mild with a 

long spring and autumn. 

There is an historical context for the %a1 l W ondervheme 

which deserves mention. Twenty years ago another state development 

director under another governor introduced the theme UDiscover 

Wonde~.ful Delaware." ddon-state radio announcer wrote a series of 
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five-minute shows called "The Smallt Wonders of Delawareu in which he 

talked about the history and special attrac-tions of the state. The 

series was so.popular that Is was aired by 13 radio stations 

throughout the state for a long period.. The slogan campaign was ., 

- .  ..- . . -, - .- . . . . . . - . . 

promoted through the least costly media and merchandise -- public 
service radio and outdoor advertising, bwnper stickers, posters and 

buttons. The function of "Dlscover Wonderful Delaware" as a conscious 

source or precedent for the "Delaware Small WonderQIogan is tenuous. 

Without a reliance on fact-finding, the youthfulness of the people 

involved in the modern campaign's creation would preclude any 

knowledge of the older slogan. Besldes "a couple dozen phone calls 

talking with hotel managers and so forth, we didnJt spend a lot of 

money on outside researchya Lyons account executive). 

The lntroductlon of the "Delaware Small Wonder"s1ogan 

campaign seemed we1.1-timed. Many of those interviewed expressed a 

general sense of readiness for a new image for Delaware. In some 

cases, it was felt to be long overdue. Political ly, the timing for a 

neQ.state slogan was propitious; the budget increases were approved by 

the I egisl ature.. 

The context of readiness and good t lming also explains why the 

De I aware Deve I opmen t Office and De I aware State Trave l Service 

leadership was able to-truncate the research/fact-findlng and 

programming/plannlng steps of the campaign without alienating more 

than just a few of their external publlcs. This coincides with 

Grunig/s theory that external environmental situations can influence 



organizational behavior. The DDO and DSTS were free of constrai.nts in 

planning and developing the campa.ign. 
-. 

There was an industrial context to the advertising campaign 
- .  . ? .  . . .  . . 

which also was conducted by Lyons, Inc. .The lndustrlal ad program 
,) 

parallelled the tourism campaign but with a budget twice the size 

($150,0001. Its objectives were to. encourage business re1 ocaf ion. 

"Try Delaware on for size" was the theme using various styles of hats 

-- banker's Homburg, hardhat, .printer's hat, surgeon's hat and mask. 

Each ad carried the 'Delaware Small Wonderu logo as a tagline. Some 

of the specified publics included the pharmaceutical, printing, food 

processing and electronics industries, banking, transportation and 

distribution. 

The industri a1 and tourism \advertising campaigns together 

provided an important repetition of the "Delaware Small Wonderu theme: 

I don't .care how creative your ad is, it generally isn't 
going 'to achieve any target of awareness unt i l i t appears 
about six, seven or eight times. I t  takes quite a bit of 
time before it levels off, and it takes quite a bit of 
time to wear it out. One ad over and over again would 
really be the way to go. In other words it would drive 
home the message and increase..the message with a llmited 
number of insertions (a Lyons account executive). 

The "one umbrella" ad concept, however, was not a feasible 

option for Delaware. I t  could not satisfy the need to represent -- both 

upstate and downstate' attractions. The advantages of the small space 

ads for the Delaware. campaign included flexibility to mix and match 

for seasonal differences and for single and multlple use In the same 

publication. Black and white and color photographs could be used 
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an exhibit ion of 'Kevin Fleming's photographs and the development of 

V e  l aware Small' WonderVetai 1 merchandise. 

Like other aspects of the campaign, the Delaware Small Wonder 

book had an unusual origin. In November, 1983, Kevin Fleming was in 

Washington picking up the surplus color negatives from the August 

National Geoura~hic article on Delaware. The director of DDO was also 

in the city on state business. The two. ran into each other at a 

popular Washington watering hole. After looking .through the proofs of 

over 80 shots of Delaware's three counties, a coffee-table picture 

book seemed a logical ventdre. They both agreed that it would be a 

shame for the photographs to be lost in a filing cabinet. 

I When a publisher was needed for the Delaware book, the DDO 

approached Harry Abrams at the suggestion- of Kip Forbes, who had 

arranged for the April, 1983, Forbes advertising supplement on 

Delaware. The director obtained the money from the state legislature 

to underwrite the $66,000 of the initial printing set-up for al,total 

of 14,000 hard and softback copies. It has become protocol for a 

hardback copy of the book, now in its second printing, to be given to 

every visiting dignitary. 

The traveling exhibition of 38 views of Delaware, with the 

sale of posters and limited edition photographs was a logical follow- 

up to the Small book. The special preview party at the 

Delaware Art Museum in December, 1984, given by the governor and his 



wife, extended the social "llfeu of the campaign to the five hundred 

invited guests. 

The-.-pro-I--i-f-erat i on of "De I aware Sma l l Wonder" reta i-I-..-. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . , . 

merchandise was a third offshoot of the campaign. The state did not 

copyright the logo at first nor did it collect royalties on the sale 

of "Small Wondern merchandise. This was done with the belief that 

free access to the slogan and logo would encourage its use on 

promotional literature and specialty items, another means for 

spreading awareness of the campaign slogan. 

After a short while., the state realized the need for follow-up 

control over the quality of itemsproduced in the state's name. As 

the variety of specialty items and volume of sales increased, the DDO 

and DSTS also recognized.that the state was missing out on valuable 
..* 

roya.1 ty income. The logo was copyrighted, an i tem-approval and 

quality control system established and 10 percent royalty imposed. As 

an incentive, matching grants were awarded to groups which 

Incorporated the logo on organizational brochures and literature. 

First to merchandise the popular "Delaware Small Wonderu T- 

shirt and hat produced by the DSTS were Happy Harry's, 7-Eleven state- 

wide chains and Jordan's Specialty, Advertising, Inc. Other 

organizations such as Sears and Pennys Joined the list of those 

handling the state's products adding a line of approved campaign 

products of their own. In July, 1985, Jordan's Specialty Advertising 

',:; , 
opened the Delaware Gift Emporium marketing "Delaware Small Wonder" 

il .  



clothing and quality souvenir items. The shop had good success in its 

first year and recently expanded its operations. 
I 

The various forms of campaign fol low-up kept the slogan theme 
. - - . . . . -. . - - . .- - -- - ... . - . - - . . .  - - . . . -. . .. - .. - .- .. ..~ . . 

and objectives before the publlc. It is easy to become accustomed to 

road signs and advertising-on the .back of buses. The Delaware Small 

Wonder book and increasing variety of clothing and gift i tems have 

kept the slogan campaign alive. 

Communicatinq 

Diffusion Process 

The Delaware Development Office made .a strategic declslon 

about using the logo which helped the dl'ffusion process: the slogan 

would be a tagline rather than'head1,ine in the advertising campaign. 

The l'ogo became more versatile for those organizations wishing to 

incorporate it into their own publications and more acceptable to . 
n. 

those groups required to use It. 

Cutlip, Center and Broom's five staaeq of acceptance as well 

as Roper's concentric-circle model (thesis, p. 95) are useful in 

outlining the diffusion of the campaign idea for both the in-state ., 

resident and out-of-state pub1 ic. From the outset, campaign 

information about the state's attributes was disseminated by DDO and 

DSTS communication actions to the public. The Delaware Gift Emporium, 

created in July, 1985, offers an effective microcosm in which to trace 

and evaluate the diffusion process; its client'ele serves as the 

external public with which to test ldea acceptance. Delaware Gift 
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Emporium cl ientele participate in Cut1 ip, Center and Broom's awareness 

and interest stages in seeking out the shop. The evaluation.and 

trials stages take place with the init'ial purchase; ado~tioq occurs 

when they r'eturn -for repeat purchases. . . . -  

The Delaware Gift Emporium clientele are mostly in-state 

residents. Many are new'to the state, shopping for gifts identifying 

their new home to send back to the old friends. Others come to the 

shop to find reminders for a friend or relative who has moved away, or 

they have a need for an unusual item for a special occasion: 

I wouldn't consider it a normal retail sales operation. It's 
more emotional. It's more like the local country store where 
everybody gets to know each other, because people come in and 
want to talk about Delaware. It's a theme store or visitors 
center. They come in and see these visions of various aspects 
of Delaware all around, and it induces them to talk, "Now, 
my great-grandfather graduated from that school ...." (store 
manager). ' 

In Grunig's terms, the patrons of the Emporium are a self-selected, 

active public predisposed to seeking information about an idea in the 

fdrmof gift items. That theirawarenessorproblemrecognition level 

is sufficiently high to seek out the shop is a testament to the 

campaign's "taking action and communicatingu effectiveness. 

Okay, they are thinking about, gee, 'How can I tell everybody 
how I feel about  ela aware? How can I let them know how 
important it is to me that they understand how much I love?" 
The selective process begins right out there with the name of 
the store. The ones who aren't for Delaware don't come near 
my door (store manager). 

When asked about how they feel about the slogan, the most 

frequent comment is, "Boy, it's about time." The shoppers.are part of 

a mobile community; people travel, and they are tlred of hearing 
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people from other places say, 'What state is that in?u Preferences 

for the new "Delaware Smal l Wonderu slogan versus the older "Delaware 

the First StateU are divided sharply between in-state and out-of-state 

Some people don't understand it; some Delawareans don't 
understand it. It seems to be more popular in-state though 
than it is out-of-state. People from out-of-state don't 
understand it at all. They prefer things with the Velaware 
the First Staten slogan .... Our best selling pin, for 
example, is In the shape of Delaware with the state's 
Blue Hen and the word Delaware on it. The most popular 
sales ltem is the "Small Wonderu cap (store manager). 

Besides- small-sized T-shirts, the Delaware Gift Emporium does 

not carry much merchandise appropriate for children. This is an 

accurate reflection of the campaign's stated objective in targeting 

adults without children. The strategic thinking of the plannlng and 

programing step identified Delaware as not possessing many 

attractions of interest to children. (The beaches, already operating 

beyond tourist capacities in the season, were de-emphaslzed in the 

campaign except as an unusual off-season place to visit.) Tourism 

conventions, corporation sales promotions and wholesale transactions 

are at the financial center of the Delaware Gift Emporium but the 

walk-in public is at its heart. 

The out-of-state tourism public passes through a similar idea 

acceptance process, becoming aware of "Delaware Small Wonder" through 

one of the advertising techniques employed in the taking action and 

communicating step of campaign. First, Interest is captured and 

information is sought--for evaluation. A trial trip is planned which, 



if successful, confirms adoption of the state as a, whole or of some 

particular Delaware attraction as 'the place my husband and I go every 

September.' 
. .- - -. - - .  

Barr ierq 

For the  el aware Small Wonderu campaign the ILargest barrier 

to an active response is competition for the tourist dollar. Tourism 

in 1983 was the nation's second largest retail industry, generating 

4.6 milli.on Jobs, paying $40 billion in wages and salaries and 

producing $18 billion in federal, state and local tax revenue. The 

Delaware Development Office is not alone in its attempts to hold onto 

as we1 1 as to increase the nearly $461 million spent in Delaware by 

U. S. travelers. Neighboring state campaigns vie for the attention of 

the same traveling public. Chronic apathy and selective perception of 

transmitted information are barriers shared by most tourism campaigns. 

L 

The energy and controlled decision-making characteristic of 

the Delaware leadership had a steam-roller effect on many of the other 

barriers problematic for a pub1 ic-information campaign. The Delaware 

Development Office used potentially restrictive social, political and 

economic climates to its advantage in designing a slogan campaign to 

present a fast-growing but conservative state as a nice place in which 

to reestablish a company or simply to visit. 

Sunmar y 

The organizations involved with the Delaware slogan campaign 



sol idly accomplished the job of taking action and communicating the 
, 

'Delaware Small Wonder" theme. Working within the confines of limited 

budget and 1 ittle previous experience, Lyons, Inc., and the Delaware 
- . . . - -. 

Development office and the be1 aware state ~ra;e l ~ ervi ce succeeded i n 

implementing planning and programming decisions appropriate to its 

public context. 
\ 

The introduction of a new slogan for Delaware was well-timed 

for a local population generally predisposed to the idea of a new 

state image. The advertising repetition and follow-up., production of 

the Delaware %all Wonder book and exhibition, and development of 

"all Wonder"specia1ty items were effective in bringing the 

"Delaware Small Wonder" theme into the homes of Delaware families, one 

of the most important of the external publics,. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

i' 

CONCLUSION 

You have to lay the hay down in front of the mules. 
(Ralph McGill) 

Research Question and Thesis 

Theories are good to £01 low; practlce 'often yields dlfferent 

results. The research q~estion~for thls thesis has two parts. First, 

how did the campaign co'incide with and dlverge from generally accepted 

communication models of public relations research, planning and 

programming, and implementat ion? Second1 y, how appl icabl e is current 
- 

public relations theory to the Delaware campaign experience? 

With this research focus, this thesis consisted of a 

reconstruct ion of the campaign's case history using the intensive, in 

depth interview technique as the primary means for data collection. 

Data to amplify and verify the interview material were obtained from 

documents, archival records and artifacts generated by the campaign. 

The resulting case history was then compared to the first three of the 

four-step D.P.A.E. process prescribed by Cutlip, Center and Broom 

(1985) as a recommended model for conducting a pub1 ic re1 at ions 
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program such as a state slogan campaign. The current public relations 

theories of Grunig and Hunt (1984) and Grunig (1983) supplemented this 

analysis. 

Theories of G r u n h  and Hunt 

A review of current public relations literature identified the 

pub1 lc informat ion and two;way asymmetric models (Grunig and Hunt, 

1984) and the situational theory to identify publ ics (Grunig, 1983) as 

the most relevant and useful theories in analyzing a state slogan 

campaign from a theoretical standpoint. The review revealed the 

striking paucity of public relations literature at the conceptual 

level. Few theories are available for public relations research. 

This lack of a systematized body of theory and knowledge Pavlik and 

Salmon (1984) describe as a hindrance to the maturation of publlc 

relations from a practice to a profession. 

This can be seen in the Delaware campaign analysis. The 
I 

" De 1 aware Small Wonder" campaign was an oppor tun i s.t ic , seat-of - the- 

pants publ ic relations operation. The campaign was successful in most 

regards largely due to the individual expertise of the key 

participants rather than knowledge of or adherence to models or 

theoretical frameworks. In conducting the research for this thesis, 

it was learned that none of the participants were aware of the 

theories of Cutlip, Center and Broom, or of Grunig and Hunt in 
\. 

planning and conducting the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign. 

Instinctively, several of the participants applied aspects of these 
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public relations theories and models. The departures from the 

theoretical were predictable as practical reactions or adJustments to 

specific problems and situational conditions. 

- - . . - .  , 

The campaign benefited from the spontaneity provided by this 

lack of reference to theory and tradition. Certainly, the National 

Geoara~hic article on Delaware was an unexpected offshoot of this "try 

it and see; what have we got to lose" method of operation. An article 
1: 

on neighboring New Jersey caught the eye of the DDO; brief research 

revealed nothing written about Delaware since 1932. With the help of 

a prominent duPont family member, the initial contact was made with 

National Geocraphic, a 500-word justification written, and the project 
\ 

approved. The Delaware Small Wonder photographic exhibition and book, 

reusing the negatives from the Geoura~hiq article, was another 

serendipitous spin-off from this open, unfettered attitude. 

The trade-off for the free-wheeling behavior of the campaign 

.leadership came in their ability first to lure and then to wed 

their publics to the cause. . Because of its somewhat exclusive 

communication behavior in formulating the campaign program, the state 

agency forfeited the a1 legiance of several in-state tourism interests. 

A more methodical, visibly predictable progression in the campaign's 

development would have had a reassuring effect on the pub1 ics'whose 
- 

members' fel t their advice subsequent 1 y was ignored in the formative 

stages of the campaign. The specific procedures suggested in Cutllp, 

Center and Broom's public relations process model were helpful in 

demonstrating how the Delaware campaign could have avoided this 
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pitfall. Slowing the headlong plummet of the campaign's beginning 

stages, adding time for fact-f inding, particularly for 'I isteninq to 

publics, would have helped the Delaware campaign leadership. 

. ... . 
~ f i n i g s  situational theory to identify pub1 ics also was 

useful in analyzing the "publ.icsu issue. In reviewing the literature, 

the "Sense Makingn theory of Dervin (1983) for determining 

commun i cat 1 on behavior approached the conceptua 1 l ev:e 1 of Grun i g's 

situational theory. Dervin suggested that organizations might 

significantly affect the behaviors of their publics by control llng~ or 

changing the situations as perceived by members of those publics. 

Grunig augmented this concept by introducing the effects of internal 

(organizational) and external (environmental) factors as critical 

elements in communication behavior. For the Delaware. campaign, 

~ r u n i g ~ s  situational theory was more revelatory than that of Dervin. 

This is the reason for its selectian as an analytical to'ol to unearth 

the structural causes for the decisions made and actions taken by the 

Delaware Development Office and Delaware State Travel Service. 

Using Grunig's theory, the largest environmental or external 

construct for the campaign was the State of Delaware itself. Delaware 

is the second smallest state, has the lowest, highest point and no 

caves. Of greater importance to a public relations campaign at the 

state level, however, is that it is divided into two geographical ly, 

socially and polltically distinct sections: 'up-state" and 'down- 

state.' Any state-level proJect or promotion must address this soclo- 

polltlcal dicotomy. 



The Delaware campaign leadership also reacted to this external 

structure by devising a public relations campaign that was both pro- 

business and pro-tourism. Delaware is small. It was necessary to 

consider the-interests of both tourism and economic development,-and- 

that was the Delaware campaign's innovation. Although dictated by 

state size, these were not easy bed mates in a small state arena in 

which family, friend and foe overlapped in both form and function. 

Intra- and inter-organizational alliances and antagonisms 

situationally affected the behavior of all involved with the campaign. 

For instance, the legislators had to be wooed and convinced of the 

campaign's benefits to the state economy before allocating the money. 

Time was con-sidered to be of essence; shortcuts were taken, 

wittingly, by the Delaware Development Office and Delaware State 

Travel Service in the research/fact finding and programnnning/planning 

steps for the sake of immediate gains in expediting the project. 

Delaware's smallness facilitated plunging through the "red tape" 

protocol. Certainly, the political and economic unwieldiness of a 

larger state structure would have made this organizational behavior 

inappropriate and, therefore, unlikely. 

The "Delaware Smal l ~on&r"organizers had neither the time 

nor the money to be meticulous. The brevity of the research/fact- 

finding step for the DDO/DSTS was typical for an organization defined 

by Grunig and Hunt's public information model. Its mission was to 

disseminate the information as quickly and as broadly as possible, and 

the Delaware state agency followed this model. The Delaware economy 



was in trouble; there was growing political and social pressure to 

develop a program, any program, to increase tourism and industrial 

deve l opmen t . The "De l aware Smal I Wonder" sl ogan was an effect i ve 
.-.. 

, ,  _ .  ._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - r - - . - - - - - .  - . .  
umbre 1.1 a theme -f or-both oblect 1 ves .+ .. 

'Delaware Smal I Wonder:" React iong & B e  S1.oqaq 

"Delaware Small Wonderu did not really "catch on" in the sense 

of superceding the previous slogan, "Delaware -- The First State," 
. 1 

. : ., .. . , 
like the "I Love New York" or "Virginia Is For Lovers"  slogan,^. 

. . .. . .... , 
. . .. .. 

: : .  .,. . I 
. . " ?:'_ 

Interestingly, 'Delaware -- The First State" has remained the clear 
., . , . .  .- , ;... 
I .  .>: 
. . :  . ., . ' . ,.. . . . . . . , 
!: .: ;,'.,: 
. . .i.. ..,"<. 
: .:. .i . ' , . - .  

choice for visitors to the state as we1 l as for downstate residents. 

The paradox between the clarity of the older slogan and the ambiguity 

of the new is unresolved, perhaps intentionally. There was a 

universally recognized need for change, for revitalizing the state's 

identity, and the "Delaware Small WonderU slogan campaign contributed 

significantly to this effort-,  ela ad are, however, will always have the 

great distinction of being the first state to ratify the Constitution 

-- one of the few facts the average American is likely to know about 
Delaware. In the same way, Alaska profits slogan-wise from.being "The 

Last ~rontier." "The First State" has clarity. Although an 

e.lliptical thought -- Delaware was the first state to ratify the Union 
-- it does not cause confusion or ambiguity. 

"Delaware Smal I WonderU has less clarity. What are the exact 

meanings of "ma1 1 and "wonder?" 

small: 1. Relatively little in size; diminutive 



wonder: 1. Cause of surprise or astonishment; a marvel, 
prodigy 

2. Miracle, 
. 3.. Emotion excited by novelty or something 

strange or not. we 1 1. .understood; astonishment 
(Webater'g Col leuiate Dictionarv) 

- .  - - - .- .. . . . -. . - - -- . . . - 

Together the two words are ambiguous. What does ."elaware Small 

Wonder-ean other than that Delaware. is a small state geographically 

and has modest physical wonders. What unique natural attributes does 

Delaware possess? Delaware has an attractive Mid-Atlantic coastline, 

., .. 
but It shares this wonder with New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia. It 

..'.,.:,!,.!: , 

has a large agricultural industry and we1 1-preserved open spaces 

making it a nice place to live, perhaps even a great place because of 

its proximity to Washington, Baltimore, and Philadelphia. Delaware 

possesses location and green space but cannot claim a great natural 

landmark such as the Grand Canyon, Lake Tahoe, or coastline of Maine. 

Maine's slogan, for example, has always been "Vacation Land." 

Delaware's, perhaps unavoidably, will 'always be "The First State.' I t  

is entirely possible that 'Delaware Smal l Wonder" could die out after 

the next state election, particularly with a change of party. There 

was some thought among thesis intervlewees that the "Delaware Small 

Wonder" slogan campaign was polltical ly motivated: "Delaware Small 

Wonder" -- easy come, easy go. 

Delaware needed to boost Its .int.ernal morale economical ly and 

politically. The point of the campaign was not to change Delaware's 

image but to stir the pot, to serve as a masthead for an upbeat, 

positive economic development program, and to do some flag waving for 

the new state agency -- the Delaware Development Office -- assigned to 
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the task. It can be $said that making "Delaware Small Wonderu the new 

state slogan was not the major objective of the Delaware campaign. 

- - .The "Delaware -%a-l I- -Wonderu theme has- l egi t imacy ;---however ;.-as.--. - -- - -  

a state slogan for Delaware. It  is adapted from older themes: 

"Wonderful Delawarebf the mid-1960s and a current, serialized 

Wilminatoq News Journal article on Delaware ornithology entitled 

usmall Wonders." Viewed in this context, "Delaware Small Wonder" is a 

literary reshaping (a creative packaging of the Lyons, Inc., 

copywr'i t'i ng and art 1st ic staf fsl of the reference vocabulary of 

Delaware. It  is a brief, striking; attractive reuse of old words in a 

new way. It has continuity with an image of Delaware's past as well 

as its size; i t  works well in conjunction with the older slogan, 

lending a touch of whimsy and surprise to conservative permanence. 

"Delaware -- The First State" may well be more effective as a long- 
term state slogan while "Delaware Small Wonder" provided a much-needed 

modernization at a timely moment in Delaware's economic history. 

Cutlip. Center and Broom's Four-Step D.P.A.E. Model 

Cutlip, Center and Broom's four-step process is a building 

"block technique for designing a public relations program. The 

Delaware Development Office did virtually no formal research or: fact- 

finding. Informally, the DDO and DSTS utilized the Tourism Advisory 

Board and the networking of personal contacts to short-cut the problem 

defining stage. Nevertheless, the DDO and DSTS were successful in 
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accomplishing a first-step identification.of the public relations 

problem. statement. 

.. . . . . .  -Unawa.re-.of .. cu.t-1-i-p -,--. center. and Broom'-s..-reco~endat-i on.--f or. .. - - . . .  

systematic listening and Grunig's emphasis on the need to identify 

publics, the DDO. and DSTS leadership sacrificed.the experience and 

advice of a wide variety of Delaware professionals. Inexperienced in 

the art of slogan making, they might have benefited from the knowledge 

of in- and out-of-state tourism experts. Bouyed by self-confidence, , 

the DDO and DSTS both consciously.and unconsciously ignored prescribed 

public relations practices in conceiving and initiating the campaign. 

Because of a pervasively favorable atmosphere to create a new state 

image, the staff escaped serious criticism for foreshortening the 

important theoretical problem-defining first step. 

Second-st'ep p 1 anning and programming for the "Del aware Small 

Wonder" slogan campaign was also a condensation of the theoretical 

process. Speed was the requisite criterion. The goal was to get the 

campaign organized and out to the public as quickly as possible. The 

end results were successful, and the slogan campaign began to sail. 

In their eagerness to get the job done, however, the state leadership 

was criticized for becoming too involved in the creative evolution of 

the slogan theme and logo design. 

Campaign planning and programming concentrated staff energies 

in a way that frequently exposed internal frictions and communication 

breakdowns of the various departments of the state organization. 

<.. 
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Means for achieving objectives were not always agreed upon. Despite a 

series of prob'lems, the DDO and DSTS, assisted by-Lyons, Inc., 

hammered out a workabl'e, financially prudent, advertising promotion 
... . . . . . - .  - . . . . - . . - . . . . . . . .  - ........................................ - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . - . -  - 

plan. The plan for the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan and logo 

campaign was an exceptionally positive event in changing and 

revitalizing Delaware's "stateu image. 

In taking action and communicating, the third theoretical step 

of the public relations process, the Delaware Development Office and 

Delaware- State Travel Service found their most comfortable role. The 

campaign advertising had become self-sufficient in that it was being 

implemented according to the schedule that paralleled Cutlip, Center 

and Broom's planning and programming step. Primary control of the 

campaign was back in the hands of the state's local officials. 

In the taking action and communicating (or third) stage, the 

DDO and DSTS performed the traditional activities which a public- 

- information organization typically does best. Developing new 

informational activities (with theoretical respect to context, timing, 

repetition and follow-up) for the campaign was an easier, more 

pleasant task than conducting the hard work of the fact-f inding/ 

problem definition and planning/programming stages. 

The Delaware Development Office and Delaware State Travel 

Service worked creatively in the action and communication role to 

produce lasting artifacts of the Delaware campaign.   he well-designed 

bumper sticker, the promotional booklet of advertisements, the 



Delaware Small Wonder book, the limited edition photographs and the 

campaign merchandise and souvenirs are lasting contributions to the 

effectiveness of the ".Delaware Small 'Wonderu slogan campaign. 
_ - . _ . _ . .  . - . -  .... . . . . . . . . - .- - . - . . . 

\ 

Relationship Future Research 

This thesis analysis of the "Delaware Small Wonder" state 

slogan campaign calls into question the appli~abil~ity of today's 

public relations theory as a tool for research and as an operative for 

practi.ce in the field. Does current theory enable researchers to see 

through the manifest purposes of a public relations program t'o its 

latent purposes? Contrarily, does current theory offer publ-ic 

relations practitioners a viable, systematized body of knowledge on 

which to base a profession? It is the opinion of this researcher that. 

currently available public relations theory does not. 

In the case of the "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign, it 

often was difficult from the theoretical level to distinguish between 

manifest and latent purposes; extrapolation was possible in the form 

of surmises as to the rationales for the campaign. Evaluations and 

comparisons could be made on the analytical level using the public 

re1 at ions process model of Cut l ip, Center and Broom. - This model was 

valuable for framing the campaign analysis and was used for this 

purpose in this thesis. This model did not, however, go beyond the 

basics of the public relations process for either the researcher in 

analyzing a public relations program or for the practitioner in 

mounting one. Even if the Delaware campaign leadership had 
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consciously and conscientiously followed every proviso of Cutlip, 

Center and Broom's model, they still would have been.hindered by the 
I 

l ack of theoretical overviews for 'their decisions and actions. 

. .. - .  . 
, .*>: l . . . .~ . - .. - . . .  .. . 

1 At the structural or conceptual level, the several theories of 

:: I ... Grunig and Hunt were the only ones r5levant to this research. 

Theoretical analyses of public relations processes are scarce. 

There is a great need for further research in this direction. An 

effective analogy can be drawn from physics. A theory in physics is a 

"descriptive"law in that it describes an event that will happen the 

same way every time. A "prescriptive" law describes the ideal process 

rather than examining what real ly happens. Are pub1 ic relations 

theorists coming up with prescriptive versus descriptive concepts? 

As theor-eticians, Grunig and Hunt undeniably are experts, yet how 

professionally applicable are their "bookVheories to field practice? 

I t  would seem that these few avaidable concepts will continue to be 

ignored by (not useful to) practitioners until made part of a larger, 

I I ' I more diverse body of public relations theory. 

I :  I This thesis analysis of "Delaware.Smal1 Wonderu slogan 

campaign contributes to public relations research in two ways. First, 

it describes in detail the complex public relations process involved 

:: 1 
... . 

in creating and implementing a state slogan campaign. Second, it 
. . 
; ... ..,.. ,.,-.. I 
P ..,>.. . ". 
>:. .. calls into question the applicability of current public relations 

process models and theories to field practice. I f  models and 

theories, espoused by today/s pub1 ic re1 a?t ions theorists, are to gain 

greater relevance and practical application, more public relations 

I 
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campaigns must be reviewed and analyzed by public relatlons theorists 

at the conceptual level. Where this thesis analysis ends can be a 

beg1 nn 1 ng pol n t for much-needed further research. 

- - - .  
One piece of adGise for thosd "ho do fol low: avoid the trap of 

promising anonymity as part of the research strategy. Consider it the 

exception rather than the rule. For the sake of developing the 

characters and personalities of campaign actors, anonymity can be 

useful. While anonymous interviewing did provide gutsy, self- 

confident, and spirited responses from campaign participants, most of 

those interviewed were not bothered about the idea of being directly 

quoted or having their names used. Some actually were disappointed 

about the imposed anonymity premise. *I 

A General Conclusion - 

When a public relations campaign is conducted by non-public 
\ 

relations professionals, public pronouncements and actual purposes are 

often at odds. If "Delaware Small WonderYan be considered "generic" 

for slogan campaigns, real world, "seat-of-the-pants"pub1ic relations 

programming has little relationship to contemporary theorles. The 

benef-i ts of comparing pub1 ic relations theory and practice can be an 

informative, predictive exercise for the student as well as for the 

professsional practitioner. 

According to Grunig and Hunt (19841, over 50 percent of all 

organizations operating public relations programs fall in the 'public 

information,"largely non-profit category. Often it is these 
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organizations which cannot afford to hire a public relations 

professional as a staff member or consultant. In reality, many, 

perhaps most, pub1 ic relations campaigns witnessed by students will 

follow the .pattern of the 'Delaware1 Small Wonderu- program..--For .the-. 

increased awareness of public relations students as well as for 

campaign designers, it is helpful to examine the key cross-purposes of 

the Delaware campaign. 

Whether analyzing or participating in a state slogan campaign, 

the importance of politics must be recognized. The Delaware 

Development Office leaders played politics effectively. Through the 

"Delaware Small WonderU public relations campaign, they cleverly 

introduced themselves and their ueconomicu interests to the state 

government off lcial s who create&. the DDO. Those interested in 

promoting state tourism felt ignored by this political strategy. The 

power, however, ultimately resided with the DDO leaders; they paid the 

bills. The campaign's effect on its various publics -- disaffected, 
neutral, and active -- was not apparent at the'outset of this study 

but became both obvious and understandable as the case history 

unfolded. 

I f  the main purpose of the 'Delaware .Small Wonder" campaign 

was an in-state public relations.campaign for the political 

aggrandizement of economic development, then the campaign objective 

was successfully accomplished. If the promotion of a new state slogan 

and out-of-state tourism was the top priority, then the success of the 

campaign objective was less clear. Although placed side by side in 



the budget allocation for campaign advertising, economic promotion 1 

seemed actually to vie with tourism dollars for political credit in 

1 helping the State of Delaware offset its early 1980s financi-a1 
... . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . - . . - .  ..... 

i 
_. 

I deficit. The campaign was a tourist oriented, visible program but in 

reality was pro-economic first and tourist second. At times the 

actors in the campaign seemed split down the middle by these issues 

and objectives. The "Delaware Small Wonder" slogan campaign did not 

suffer from being used as a smokescreen for economic issues. At the 

outset somebody had to take charge, design and implement the campaign. 

Inspite of Delaware's smallness, the players juggled their various 

i hats with skill and without ser,ious conflict. 

I 

In studying the Delaware campaign, this thesis demonstra,tes 

for subsequent public relations students how to take a specific case, 

analyze it and try to find applicable models and theories. Existing 

pub1 ic relations theory does not completely exp1ai.n the steps of the 

Delaware campaign. While the.oretica1, conceptual literature for 

public relations research is sparce, process models on the analytic 

. . 'level are numerous. That the campaign does not fit neatly into a 

theoret'ical mold in no way diminishes the fact.that "Delaware Small 

Wonder" was general ly an above average pub1 ic re1 at ions campaign. The 

original division between the economic and tourist interests seems to 

be disappearing today. Delaware's early 1980s financial crisis has 

abated. The potential of tourism as a genuine long term income 

producer for state and local coffers is being realized as part of the 

positive overview of the "Delaware Small Wonder" campaign. 



Without understanding the conflicts of pro-business and 

tour ism interests, the apparent cross-purposes of the  el aware 

campaign are baffling. As the case history and analysis of the 
- .- - .... ..... . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  .- . . . . . . . . - . . .  .- . . - . .  

"Delaware Smal l Wonder," slogan campaign developed, the sp l it between 

economic and tourist interests marked the uniqueness of Delaware's 

program. .It became evident that as the operating budget and personnel 

increased, differences in viewpoint and cross-purposes in designing 

and managing the campaign were magnified. One individual's "likes" is 

another's dislikes; one group's idea of success is another's sense of 

failure. Yet, far from making the analysis of public relations theory 

and programming discouraging, this diversity -- when understood and 

evaluated in context -- is what vitalizes the "real world" rather than 
the "textbookhtudy of. public relations practice. 

In the early 1960s, the state development director for -the 
L 

"Wonderful Delaware" program (a precursor of the "Delaware Small 

Wonder" campaign) was approached by the managing director for the 

television program, "You Asked For It." The manager proposed a skit 

in which Route 202, a major north/south corridor between Delaware and 

Pennsylvania, would be closed by Delaware State Police at brief 

intervals in both directions on the Delaware side. Motorists would be 
I 

told, "Delaware is closed." Their reactions would be aired 

nationally. After much discussion, the state development director 

(who was interviewed for this thesis) obtained Governor Terry's 

permission and the program was run. A woman driving a large station 

wagon full of school children responded anx,iously and gullibly, "When 



will I t  be open?" A male motorist, obviously inconvenienced by the 

blockade, asked irritatedly, "Is New Jersey open?" 

- ..- . - - In a - state . .  . physically . .  and "psychologically".small enough 

conceivably 'to ~ l o s e , ~ ~  size and proximity are inescapable facts of 

life. It  follows that political, economic, tourist and lay pub1 ic 

interests inevitably are entertwined. The gesture of the Delaware 

campaign, in this sense, had to be large enough to include all 

interest groups ostensibly or it would never have won state government 

approval. Paradoxically, had it not simultaneously addressed the 

critical issues of the state's economic deficit, the cost of the 

campaign would have been legislatively unjustifiable. In dealing 

with'this dua.1 context, the Delaware campaign was eminently 

successful. I 

In Tribute - 

The innovative courage and personal dedication of the 

"Delaware Small Wonder9logan campaign organizers must be recognized. 

Theirs was not an easy task. In essence, they worked without the 

guidance of well-tried, descriptive models and public relations 

theories. Their drive and enthusiasm overcame their collective 

inexperience and provided a fresh approach to recharging the economic 

climate of the State of Delaware. 



INTERVIEW QUESTIONAIRE 

INTERVIEWEE and TITLE: 

DATE : 

"Delaware Small Wonder" 
Slogan Campaign 

PLACE : 

INTRODUCTION : - purpose & nature of study 
- assurance of anonymity 
- opinions & personal experience (are no 

" r i gh t/wrongM answers 1 
- freedom to interrupt,, ask for clarification, 

criticize 
- my background, training 8, interest in area of 

inquiry 
- permission to tape record 

QUEST1 ONS 

1. When did you first become involved in the Delaware Small Wonder 
s l ogan campa i gn? 

2. If no' longer involved, when did your involvement end? 
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3. What was the origin of the 'Small Wonder" slogan? What does it 
mean? 

4. What was your organization's role with regard to the campaign? 

5. Who were the major individuals in the Delaware State   ravel 
Service/Delaware Development Office with whom you worked on the 
campa i gn? 

6. Who were the major individuals in your organization involved in 
working on the campaign? 



7. How would you define the public relations addressed by 
the campaign? "What's happening'now?" 

8. What were the major objectives for changing the state slogan? for 
the new slogan campaign? . - .  

, . - . ,  - -  

9. . What efforts were made toward research and fact finding prior to 
the planning and programming of the campaign? 

10. Who were, the identified publics? 

11. How were the opinions, attitudes and behaviors.of those affected 
by the acts andpolicies of the. state considered in defining the 
P.R. problem? 

12. Planninq a Proqraming. What were the decisions affecting 
campaign publics, objectives, procedures and strategies? 
"What should we do and why?" 

13. Action and Communicating. How were the plans and program 
implemented? 'How do we do it and say it?" 

14. How did the actlon and communication achieve specific objectives 
of the campaign goal for each of the identified publics? 

15. Do/did you enjoy working on the campaign? What do/did you 
dislike or would you change about the campaign? 

16. What general, overall assessment would you make about its quality 
as a major state slogan campaign? strengths? Innovations? 
prob I ems? 

17. Are there other questions or issues that should be included in a 
case study analysis of the 'Delaware Small Wonder" slogan 
campa i gn? 

18. Who else would you recommend for interview? 
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INTERVIEWEES ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY 

De l aware Sma I 1  Wonderu 
Slogan Campaign 

Name Title Date 

BACKER, JOE Reporter 8, announcer, WILM-Radio 811 7/85 
(4/79 - 4/83>; Salesperson, Radlo 
Shack, Concord Mall, Wilm., De.; 
Graduate student, Dept. of 
Communication, Univ. of Del., 
Newark, De. 

BOCKOVER, DANIEL Exec. director, Greater Wilmington 11/22/85 
Convention 8, Visitors Bureau 
(3/84 - present). 

CIAMI, CAROL Art dept., Lyons, Inc. (1975 - 7/83); 11/29/85 
(SCHWEITZER) Schweitzer Concepts d Art Direction, 

Wilm., De. 

DONOVAN, JACK Head boat fisherman, Bowers Beach, De. 11/20/85 

DOUGHTY, JUHN Dept. of Transportation, Smryna Rest 11/20/85 * 
Stop (1969 - present). 

DU PONT, COLEMAN Partner, Lyons, Inc. (1982 - present). 11/7/85 * 
ENNIS, MELISSA Copywriter, Lyons, Inc. (1981 - 6/83); 11/29/85 

Sr. account exec., Theme- Lines 
Communications, McLean, Va. 

GEDDES, JAN Director, Delaware State Travel 1/2/85 * 
Service/Delaware Development Office 
(1978' - 6/84). 

HAYARD, NATHAN Former director, HA law are State Travel 3/4/86 * 
Service/ Delaware Development Offlce 
(11/80 - 2/85); Sr. vice pres., Wilm. 
Trust Co. 



HOFFECKER, CAROL' Richards Professor and chairperson ; 1 1/21/85 
Dept. of History, University of 
Delaware (1984 - present). 

JORDAN, CHARLIE Owner, Delaware Gift Emporium & Jordan' 1/29/86 
Specialty Advertising (1983 - present). 

. . 

MANKIN, RUTH Vice president, Delaware State Chamber 1/31/86 
of Commerce (1977 - present). 

MILLER, FRANKIE Director of Tourism Services, Delaware 12/6/85 
Development Office (W84 - present). 

MLUND , JACK Chairperson, Tourism Advisory' Board 11/20/85 
(1981 - present); Exec. Dir., Milford 
Chamber of Commerce. 

PARKHILL, LORETTA Manager, Delaware Gift Emporium, 2/3/86 
Wilm., De. (7/85 - present). 

PATTERSON, CHRIS Partner, Patterson Swartz Realty Co. 3/20/86 * 
(residential and commercial). 

POWDERLY, TOM Member, Tourism Advisory Board 12/ 6/85 
(1981 - present); Member, Greater Wilm. 

. Convention 8, Visitors Bureau; Chairperson,. 
Dept. of Tourism b Travel, Widener Univ. 

RAIRDEN, TONY Acct. exec., Lyons, Inc. (7/82 - 3/85); 7/19/85 
Owner, Rairden Associates, Wllm., De. 

ROSS, TONY Art director, Lyons, Inc. (1974 - 9/83>; 11/25/85 
Owner, North Market Graphics, Wilm., De. 

\, 
SHIPLEY, SAM State Development Director (1964 - 1969); W 2 W 8 6  

State Democratic chairperson; Owner, 
Shipley Associates, Inc. 

SPIKER, BILL President, Lyons, Inc. (1981- - present). . 11/7/85 

STALZER, JANE 
.* 

First president, &eater Wi lm. 1/30/86 * 
Convention & Visitors Bureau 
(1.980 - 1983); Tourism Promotion 
Coord., Hagley Museum. 

WHEELER, KATE Director of Tourism Marketing, Delaware 4/1/85 n 
\ Development Office (284 - present). 



, ; ; '. ' 
..., 
: ,., ,;,' . , . . : . I !  ;',- WIELAND, FRED Former Chairperson , Board of Directors, 1/28/86 .., , .  :, .,... 
. .,. .'? . ,.. 

Greater Wi.lm. Convention & Visitors 
':..,;:. ,.. . . . i ."; , Bureau (Jan., 1983 - June, 1984); ,. . . . . ... 
..:.., 
' I 

I ! , .  ....,: 
General manager, Hote'l duPont. 

,.. . . , 
. . 

Interview requests not m a n  ted: 

DU PONT, PETE Former governor, State of Delaware 
FRANK, BILL Reporter, Wilrninston News Journal 

* Interviews not on tape. 



INTERVIEWES ARRANGED CATEGORICALLY 

"Delaware Small Wonder" 
Slogan Campaign 

Name- Title Date 

STATE AGENCIES 

DOUGHTY, JOHN Dept. of,Transportation, Smryna Rest 11/20/85 * 
Stop (1969 - present). 

GEDDES, JAN Director, Delaware State Travel 1/2/85 * 
Service/Delaware Development Office 
(1978 - 6/84>. 

HAYARD, NATHAN Former director, Delaware State Travel 3/4/86 * 
Service/ Delaware Development Office 
(11/80 - 2/85>; Sr. vice pres., Wilm. 
Trust Co . , 

HOFFECKER, CAROL Richards Professor and chairperson, 11/21/85 
Dept. of Hlstory, University of 
Delaware (1984 - present). 

MANKIN, RUTH Vice president, Delaware State Chamber 1/31/86 
- of Commerce (1977 - present). 

MILLER, FRANKIE 

NYLUND, JACK 

POWDERLY, TOM 

Director of Tourism Services, Delaware 12/6/85 
Development Office (W84 -,present>. 

Chairperson, Tourism Advisory Board 11/20/85 
(1981 - present); Exec. Dir., Milford 
Chamber of Commerce. 

Member, Tour i sm Adv i'sory Board 12/6/85 
(1981 - present); Member, Greater Wilm. 
Convention 8 Visitors Bureau; Chairperson, 
Dept. of Tourism 8 Travel, Widener Univ. 



SHIPLEY, SAM State Development Director (1964 - 1969); W26/86 
State Democratic chairperson; Owner, 
Shipley Associates, Inc. 

WHEELER, KATE Director of Tourism Marketing, Delaware 4/1/85 i t  

- Development Office (2/84. - present). 

ADVERTISING AGENCY 

CIAMI; CAROL Art dept., Lyons, Inc. (1975 - 7/83); 11/29/85 
(SCHWEITZER) Schweitzer Concepts & Art Direction, 

Wilm., De. 

DU PONT, COLE Partner, Lyons, Inc. (1982 - present). 11/7/85 * 
ENN 1.S , MELISSA Copywriter, Lyons, Inc. (1981 - 6/83); 11/29/85 

Sr. account exec., Theme Lines 
Cmunications, McLean, Va. 

RAIRDEN, TONY Acct. exec., Lyons, Inc. (7/82 - 3/85>; 7/19/85 
Owner, Rairden Associates, Wilm., De. 

ROSS, TONY Art director, Lyons, Inc. (1974 - 9/83>; 11/25/85 
Owner, North,Market Graphics, Wilm., De. 

SPIKER, BILL President, Lyons, Inc. (1981 - present). 11/7/85 

BOCKOVER, DANIEL , Exec. director, Greater Wilmington 1 1/22/85 
Convention & Visitors Bureau 
(3/84 - present). 

STALZER, JANE First president, Greater Wilm. 
Conven,tion & Visitors Bureau 
(1980 - 1983); Tourism' Promotion 
Coord. , Hag1 ey Museum. 

WIELAND, FRED Former Chairperson, Board of Directors, 1/28/86 
Greater Wilm. Convention & Visitors 
Bureau (Jan., 1983 - June, 19841; 
General manager, Hotel duPont. 



RETA I L . SALES 

DONOVAN, JACK Head boat fisherman, Bowers Beach, De. 

JORDAN, CHARLIE Owner, Delaware Glft Emporium & Jordan 
. .. . . .  Spec ia l tyAdvert i s ing( -1983-present ) .  

PARIHILL, LORETTA- Manager, Delaware Gift Emporium, 
Wilm., De. (7/85 - present). 

MEDIA 

BACKER, JOE Reporter & announcer, WILM-Radlo 
(4/79 - 4/83>; Salesperson, Radio 
Shack, Concord Mall, Wilm., De.; 
Graduate student, Dept. of 
Communication, Univ. of Del., 
Newark, De. 

REAL ESTATE SALES 

PATTERSON, CHRIS Partner, Patterson Swartz Realty Co. 
(residential and c o ~ e r c i a l > .  

Interv iew requests not +granted 

DU PONT, PETE Former governor, State 'of Del aware 2/28/86 * 
FRANK, BILL Reporter, Wilminatoq News Journal 11/15/85 * 

* Interviews not on tape. 



CASE STUDY AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Cantor, B. (1985). Forecast '85: The year in public relations. 
Public Belatlons Journal, a (21, 22-25. 

Cutlip, S.M., Center, A.H., b Broom, G.M. (1985). Effective public 
relationg (6th ed.). New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. 

Denton, R. E., Jr. (1980). The rhetorical functions of slogans: 
Classifications and characteristics. Communication Quarterlv, 
spri nq, 16-10. 

Files, J. A. (1982). RACE: A public relations process model for 
orderly planning and efficient implementation. Public 
Relations Journal, 38(7), 22-25. 

Greer, T. V. (1979). Cases in marketinq: Orientation, 
Analysis and Problems. New York: Macmillan. 

Gross, S. (1984). Tracking 'the image makers.' Public Relations 
Journal, &l(6>, 19-20. 

Isaac, S., b Michael, W. B. (1984). Handbook in research and 
evaluation: 4 collection of,princi~les,methods, and 
strateaies useful in the ola-, desian and evaluation of 
studies in education and the behavioral sciences. San Diego: 
EdITS. 

Jackson, P. (1985). Tomorrow's public relations. Public Relations 
Journal, 41(3), 24-25. 

Lindenmann, W. K. (1980). Use of community case studies in. opinion 
research. Public Relation3 Review, h(l), 40-50. 

Mar i ampol sk 1, H. ( 1984). The resurgence of qua1 1 tat i ve research. 
Public Relations Journal, 4e(7), 21-23. 

Marketinq & Media Decisiong (1983). 15 top marketing successes: 
Case histories. Spring, Special Issue, 18, 1-165. 



Newsoin, D., & Scott, A .  (1981). 15 PR/The realitieg public 
relations. California: Wadsworth. 

Poirier, B. E. .(1979). Planning a promotion strategy. Public 
Re 1 at i ong Journal , 35(3), 20-21. 

. - _ - _ _  , . . . _ . _ _  . _ .. . . . -- -- - - - 
--Pol icano, C. (-1985);- Case- study: A .  H. Robins and the Dal kon Shie Id. 

hrbl ic Relations' Journal, u(31, 16-21. 

Public Relations Review (1983). Special bibliographic supplement. 
9, 1-171. - 

Seitel, F. P. (1984). practice ~ public relation%. (2nd ed.). 
Columbus: Merrill. 

Yin, E. K. (1984). Case studv research: Desiqq a methods. 
Calif.: Sage. . 

PUBLIC RELATIONS THEORY 

Dervin, B. (1983). A theoretic perspective and research approach for 
generating research helpful to communicati'on practice. 
Public. Relations Research a Education, L(winter1. 
Also as a paper presented to the Assoc. for Education' in 
Journalism and Mass Communication, Corvallis, OR. 

Ehling, W. P. (1984). Application of decision'theory in the 
construction of a theory of pub1 i c -re1 at ions management I. 
Public Relations Research Education, 1(2>, 25-38. 

Grunig, J. E. (19831. Organizations, environments and models of 
public relations. Public Relations Research a Education, 
l(winter1. Also as a paper presented to the Assoc. for - 
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, Corvallis, OR. 

Grunig, J. E., 8 Hunt, T. (1984). Manasinq public relations. New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 

Lindemann, W. K. (1980). Hunches no longer suffice. Public 
Relation3 Journal, ~'(61, 9-13. 

Pavlik, J. V.,- S Salmon, C. T. (1984). Theoretic approaches in public 
rel-ations research. Public Relations Research and Education, 
1(2> ,  39-49. - 
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